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Carrier discusses
construction plans
By Mark Miller
assistant news editor

A new School of Business building
was among the plans for JMU that
University President Ronald Carrier
discussed at Monday's general faculty meeting.
The School of Business, the
largest at JMU with about 3,000
undergraduate majors, now has
faculty offices and classrooms at
several places on campus.
The new building is in the
preliminary planning stage. "We
feel that the building will benefit
primarily the students," Robert
Holmes, dean of the school said.
However, current students will not
be using the building because it will
take at least four to six years to complete, he said.
Dr. Harold McGee, vice president
for administrative affairs, said the
School of Business building probably will be 50,000 to 70,000 square
feet.
Carrier said when the building is
complete, Sheldon and Johnston
halls, now academic buildings,
might be made into dorms.
Both buildings were originally
dorms.
Other construction plans Carrier
discussed were renovating Burruss
and Keezell halls and adding another
floor to Carrier Library.
Also, Carrier said the university
will request $230,000 from the

Virginia General Assembly in
January to develop a model to
measure the university's output.
A comprehensive exam could be
part of the program, which would
study students' progress from the
time they enter the university to
about five years after they graduate.
Once the model is generated, the
university will request approximately
$3 million from the general assembly
to implement it.
Carrier introduced Dr. F. Douglas
Moore to the faculty. Moore is the
assistant to the president for
development and will be responsible
for fund raising.
Carrier said he will devote 50 percent of his time to work with Moore.
The graduate school is being
studied with Dr. William Hall, dean
of the graduate school, to determine
how it can best be improved.
Some programs will be strengthened and others possibly dropped, but
no final decision has been made.
Four candidates have been interviewed for the position of dean of
the College of Letters and Sciences.
The new dean might be selected
before Spring semester begins, Warren said.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, acting dean
of the College of Letters and
Sciences, is helping to make a recommended reading list of books and
magazines for incoming freshmen.
The books on the list will not be
required but will help prepare
students for their college education,
Warren said.

Staff photo by Kevin O'Brien

PGGk"3'bOO ™~ Little Racheal Gordon Loube

takes a break to study a student through the windows In the
Carrier Library. She is the daughter ol Dr. Robert Loube, an
instructor of economics at JMU.

Organization missing in 11 hour power failure
By Constance Walker
editor

When the power went out in tne
Lakeside and Village areas last
Thursday, there was "no leadership
or organization between resident
personnel and campus police," said
Helen MacNabb, SGA legislative
vice president.
"It was no one's fault. But it was
an emergency situation."

Master's
program

At 7:10 p.m. on Nov. 29, a power
outage hit the Lakeside area. At 1
a.m. the Village dormitories followed suit. The power was off until
about 6 a.m.
As a result of the incident, a
"human safety back-up program"
has been suggested, MacNabb said.
The issue will be addressed at the
Safety and Campus Vandalism
Committee meeting on Dec. 12, said

The state has approved a proposal lor a master's program in
computer science..
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James Krivoski, JMU director of
residence life.
"The questions that they will need
to answer are 'What do we need to
do to address future campus power
failures?' and 'What needs to be
done concerning campus police, resident advisers and students?' " he
said. "A lot is common sense but it
should be put into writing."
The two main concerns connected
with safety are candles and personal

Santa
Season

injury, said William Merck, vice
president for business affairs. "By
lighting candles you have the
possibility of fire. More likely the
candles could set off the smoke
alarms and then you have evacuations in the dark."
Although the halls and stairwells
have battery lights, the lights only
last about 20 minutes and were
meant to be used if the lights failed
See POWER page 2 ►

Two men discuss their annual
Christmas masquerade. Also,
highlights of upcoming holiday
events.

Delicious

Savory

Offer includes-.entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtasriks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Family Restaurants.
Good for any size party. Coupon expires: 1/5/85. Good all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Family Restaurants.
Good for any size party. Coupon expires: 1/5/85. Good all day 7 days a week.

'/2-POUND TBONE DINNER
With Free Freshtastiks® Food Bar™
Two for $8.99

»/2-POUND TBONE DINNER
With Free Freshtastiks® Food Bar"
Two for $8.99
f

BONANZA

Broiled

Luscious

Vi LB. CHOICE SIRLOIN
>
FILLET DINNER
With Free Freshtastiks® Food Bar "
One for $6.99

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtasriks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Family Restaurants.
Good for any size party. Coupon expires: 1/5/85. Good all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Family Restaurants.
Good for any size party. Coupon expires: 1/5/85. Good all day 7 days a week.

BONANZA

Tantalizing

CHOPPED STEAK DINNER
With Free Freshtastiks® Food Bar™
Two for $6.99

LUNCHEON «■*»«■■«

Onef„$1.99 AjgSglfr

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat from our fabulous
Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Family Restaurants.
Good for any size parry. Coupon expires: 1/5/85. Good all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes piping hot breads, and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtasriks Food
Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza Family Restaurants. Good for any size
parry. Coupon expires: 1/5/85. Good 11 am - 4pm Monday through Saturday.

GOOD ONLY AT PARTICIPATING
BONANZA RESTAURANTS

BLACKSBURG, VA
Gables Shopping Center
WAYNESBORO, VA
1501 W. Broad St.
HARR1SONBURG, VA
829 E. Market St.
(Near Cloverleaf Mall)

_

STEAK & SHRIMP DINNER
With Free Freshtastiks® Food Bar™
One for $5.99
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Tempting

BONANZA

Food Bar
ROANOKE, VA
5515 Williamson Rd. NW
3900 Brambleton Ave. SW
(Cave Spring Corners Shopping
STAUNTON, VA
,
906 Greenville Ave.
f

J

;nter)

LYNCHBURG, VA
2420 Wards Rd.
(Near River Ridge)
SALEM, VA
260 Wildwood Rd.
WYTHEV1LLE, VA
U.S. Rt. 11 and Marshall St.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
1525 E. Rio Road
RADFORD, VA
US. 11 atRt. 114
DANVILLE, VA
Riverside Dr. at Danville Plaza

Advertising supplement to the Charlottesville Daily Progress, HarrisonburgNews Record, Lypd»hurg News and Daily Advance, Roanoke Times/ World News, Staunton Newsreader, Waynesboro
News Virginian, James Madison University Breeze, UV4.'Cavalier Dailytyirgin<*4**b<:olle|>iate Times, and Danville Register & Bee.
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Power

»> (Continued from page 1)

during a fire evacuation, Merck said.
"Something new is needed.
"My biggest concern is personal
injury — falls in the stairwell," he
said. "That possibility is greater
than anything else. But there are
other concerns, like heavier patrols
by campus police, as what happened
the other night."
MacNabb said, "Campus security
patrolled the area but I had fear
about the inside, with the halls left
open, especially in the female
dorms."
MacNabb and Dan Riordan, SGA
president, contacted head resident

advisers to have their staffs to assist
students to their rooms, since the
battery back-up lights had burnt out
and to patrol the dorms since candles
were burning.
Campus cadets were called in to
assist female resident advisers patrol
their dorms.
"I appreciate what SGA did,"
Merck said. "But I don't think normally they should have to be involved in situations like this. It should be
the part of the university staff. "But
we're not going to turn away any
volunteer labor."
Rather than setting up a new committee, Merck said that he and Dr.
Robert Scott, vice president for stu-

Librarian resigns after 14
years of service at Madison
The university librarian has
resigned after 14 years at JMU.
Dr. Mary Haban, who became
head of the library services department in 1970 and dean of libraries
and learning resources in 1974,
resigned to continue her teaching
career, said Dr. David Zimmerman,
acting dean.
^'The library has grown
dramatically in the last 10 years

administration." Zii
under her administration,"
Zimmerman said.
An official search for a new dean
has not begun and probably will not
until the dean of the College of Letters and Sciences is selected, he said.
The university librarian is responsible for personnel and budget
management, collection development and technical services.

dent affairs, thought it could be
handled better through the Safety
and Campus Vandalism Committee.
"The committee has all the
elements necessary — students,
faculty, campus police. They already
are familiar with the existing policies
and procedures. The structure is
there, why create a new one?" Merck said.
"If we take this experience and
use it to develop plans, then if it occurs in the future, it won't be a major problem again," he said.
The power* failure occurred
because of a short in one of the
feeder cables to the back campus.

• There are six faculty
members on the Undergraduate
Studies Commission. Inconrect
information was given on page
one in the Dec. 3 issue of Breeze.
• Albert De Luca is an assistant professor of journalism. Incorrect infoi luation was given on
page five in the Dec. 3 issue of
Breeze.
• The men's basketball team
will play Shippensburg State
University at home on Dec. 8 at
7:30 p.m. Incorrect information
was given in The Breeze basketball supplement on page eight on
Dec. i.

Breeze
Break
The next issue of We Breeze
will be Jan. 21. Classified ads
are due at noon Friday, Jan. 18.
Display ads are due at 3 p.m.
Friday, Jan. ia

Positions available:
Editor - oversees the editorial
and business staffs, defines
editorial policy.
Managing Editor - oversees
editorial staff, assists the editor.

Each position entails 25-30 hours per week.

To Me pre** atone, cnegoe/ed a* ft I* aWn
eouee*. Me *aM»«Nj*tM feraifti Mianpne enwCn ajaan oeen getfnoo oy reason and
humitity oiey ar/or and oppreeeJon " — Mm—

Managing editor
Buemeae manager
Maw* editor
AaaManl new* editor
AaeMtantnewi editor
Feature* editor
Aaalalant feature* editor
Soort. editor
A*al*tant aporta editor
Editorial editor
Aaalatant editorial editor
Photo edMor
Wire editor
Production manager
Admlnfclratlve aaaldant
AaBlatant bo*mee* manager
Ada atalgn manager
A*el*l*nl ada deelgn manager

■*

Business Manager - oversees
the business staff and all finances.

l$e cBiSeze
Editor

MacNabb said, "The average person doesn't think of safety — just of
the inconvenience."

The Breeze
is accepting
applications
for 1985-86
»

correction

"It might have had to do with the
rain," Merck said. "Water got into
the line. It then had to be spliced —
after it was located.
"We've had power failures but
not of this duration at this time of
night," Merck said.
Krivoski said, "Power outages of
this sort haven't happened here
often. Usually, if an area has a loss
of power, its because maintenance is
working on something and then the
residence halls are usually informed
about the inconvenience."

Tf» aVeat* I* pubttened Monday and Thursday morning* and dletrtbuMd throughout JMU
Malting eddreea la TIM fcVeete, Commurwcation Arta Deportment. JMU, Harneonburg, Va.
22107.
For aOVertlelng. caM 9AS-fl6M For editorial office*. oMI SBM127
Comment* and complaint* anoufd be
directed to Conetance WaMajr, editor

To apply, submit a cover letter and
resume. Contact Constance
Walker, editor or Gwen Fariss,
managing editor for further details.

Advleer.
Oetore* Hewy

Deadline is January 20,1985.

•^^^^^m
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Computer science masters considered
t

By Constance Walker
editor

To be or not to be is the question
facing the proposal for a masters in
computer science.
^ The Virginia Council of Higher
Education
approved the proposal recently. "They felt our
undergraduate program was good
and there is a high level of demand
for computer science, at any level,"
said Dr. Diane Spresser, head of the
mathematics and computer science
department.
"This is not intended to be a large
program — 20 to 25 full-time
students at any particular time,"
Spresser said. "It's not that we don't
want it to get larger, but we've taken
a realistic appraisal as to what the
program can support."
The state has given its go ahead
for the fall of 1986, but many things
could delay the project, Spresser
said. "The money must be found.
Good, qualified faculty have to be
hired — ones with Ph.Ds. And hardware has to be bought and installed.

Any one of those things could put
the program on the back burner.
"But the state also recognizes, as
does JMU, the high cost of starting a
masters program," she said. The
probable cost for the first year is
$117,000 and $157,000 for the second year.
Spresser said the optimal cost will
be the most expensive because of
special equipment needed for the
program and the extra faculty that
would have to be hired that would
normally not be needed.
The masters proposal has been in
the planning stages since the start of
the undergraduate program in 1980,
Spresser said. The proposal was
drawn up in 1983-84.
"The proposal has already gone
through all the channels concerning
its curriculum," Spresser said.
"Now it has to go through the
university for the resources."
There is a chance JMU might find
the optimal cost to be too expensive
and will have to drop the proposal,"
Spresser said. "But I don't think
that is a real likely outcome. There is

a strong student need for the program and a strong student interest."
The department had to submit
documentation on student need,
Spresser said. According to national
needs assessment, of every 10 positions that need a masters in computer science, nine are filled with less
than that qualification or with
another degree.
Within Virginia, the ratio is even
higher, Spresser said. Only one out
of every 16 jobs needing a computer
science masters is filled with that
qualification.
In a 1983 survey taken in the JMU
math and computer science classes,
52 percent of 102 students said they
would be interested in a computer
stience masters if it were available at
JMU.
"The university must decide if the
resources exist or if they can be
found to support the program," she
said. "They will need to decide on a
timetable in such a way that
resources will be here. I think it is
less clear as to when the program will
be implemented.

"Our undergraduate program is
the first priority. We don't want to
drain resources from it," she said.
Although JMU's computer
science undergraduate program produced its first graduates in 1980,
1980 was also the first year the program formally was offered in the
JMU catalog.
"The courses were here as part of
the mathematics program," Spresser
said. "So students that had anticipated the undergraduate program's beginning, already had most
of the required courses taken care
of.
"The actual major has existed for
only four years, even though people
think it has been here longer.
"There is quite a market for it (the
masters)," Spresser said. "I would
hope to hear sometime this spring
semester of some indication whether
the program will start in the fall of
1986.
"We're optimistic," she said.
"Perhaps in the fall '86 — but if not
then, sometime in the near future."

Broadcasting grads
see bright futures
By Stephanie Allen
JMU students aspiring to become professional broadcasters have reason to be
encouraged about their future job opportunities, according to local broadcasters.
Les Smith, a former JMU student of
communication arts who now anchors
"NewsCenter 3" on Harrisonburg television station WHSV, said he thinks JMU
provides an excellent training program for
future broadcasters.
"JMU takes 18-year-olds with no
broadcasting experience and in a relatively short amount of time turns the inexperienced student into a marketable
broadcaster," Smith said.
Dr. Charles Turner, head of the
telecom unit of JMU's communication
arts department, said the school opens up
three basic avenues of opportunity to the
students.
"We have academic course work in
production, field work and internships,
and co-curricular activity video co-ops,"
Turner said.Mark Wierzbic, a JMU communication
arts student who has worked as a news
reporter for stations in Harrisonburg and
Roanoke, said he thinks the on-the-job
training students can take advantage of at
JMU provides invaluable experience for
the student.
"Working at WMRA radio here on
campus alone is enough experience for
graduated students to get an entry level
position at a small station," Wierzbic
said.
"It seems like everybody talks about
'getting your foot in the door' when it
comes to finding a job. Well, here, if the
student is just the least bit ambitious, the
university practically takes your foot and
puts it in the door for you."

-^ m
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Staff photo by John Kessler

OlQlVOf
~~ JMU President Ronald Carrier signs copies of Uncle Ron's
Faculty Cook Book Monday.
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FIRST OFFERING
Introducing,.*
MADISON MANOR!
An exciting and unique, planned student community, offering a quality student living
environment, and an excellent investment opportunity for parents.
Planned for STUDENTS

Planned for PARENTS

The most significant development in offcampus housing in JMU's history. Madison
Manor combines the advantage of a large,
cohesive student community with a quality of
housing and amenities only a superior
planned development could offer*.

Strong rental demand and recent changes in
Federal tax laws create a unique real estate
investment opportunity for parents who are
interested in purchasing at Madison Manor.
The result: overall tax and investment benefits can ultimately defray much of the cost of
sending children to college!

• traditional brick design, with spacious 2
and 3 bedroom floor plans
• eneigy efficient fireplaces in every unit

• Excellent location
• 90% financing (including furnishings)
• Lucrative tax advantages

• private balconies
• completely furnished

• Strong rental market

• luxuriously appointed, with wall-towall
carpeting
• dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator, range

• Critical housing shortage

• professional landscaping

• Excellent entry price of $69,900
For your free color brochure, call collect
(703) 434-6166

• full laundry facilities
• campus shuttle bus
PLUS:
• swimming pool
• tennis court
• clubhouse
• large indoor hot tub

MANOR
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SGA announces Christmas tree lighting
By Kyra Scarton
SGA reporter

The second annual Student
Government Association Christmas
tree lighting ceremony will be held
Friday at approximately 8 p.m. on
the quad.
JMU President Ronald Carrier
will light the tree, according to the
Building and Grounds Committee.
There win be Christmas carols and
candles for students, said AnnaMarie Termini, committee chair-

The Food Services Committee
could not arrange with Gibbons Dining Hall to provide hot chocolate or
hot cider at the ceremony, said
Denise Mumley, chairman.
Mumley said Termini should try
to contact Richard Vining with the
catering services for a possible alternative.
Termini said Carrier told her hot
cider was available when the
ceremony was held at Hillcrest in
previous years.
In other business:
• The Virginia Student Association will lobby on raising the drink-

ing age in Virginia to 21, said Beth
Kesler, chairman of the Legislative
Action Committee.
VASA wfll request that the general
assembly either delay any action for
one year or -not require the law to go
into effect until July 1, 1986, Kesler
said.
•A proposal to reimburse Lambda
Gamma Lambda for $100 for convention costs was killed by a vote of
12-22 with five abstentions.
Lambda Gamma Lambda is a
recognized campus organization that
supports and promotes homosexual
and lesbian rights.

SOME COLLEGE COURSES ARE MORE EXCITING THAN OTHERS.

JMU Military Science Department Curriculum
Spring Semester 1985
i

How many college courses teach you
how to shoot the rapids? Or rappel a cliff?
Or find your way out of a forest with
nothing but a map and compass to guide
you?
At least one does - Army ROTC.
And you could find yourself doing any
one of a number of exciting adventure
training activities like these in the Army
ROTC program.
Activities that develop your stamina. And
your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn't the only way
you develop. You'll also learn the basics
of leadership and management by attending ROTC classes, along with the subjects in your major.
And you'll be excited about two other
benefits Army ROTC offers. Financial
assistance. Up to $1000 a year for your
last two years of Army ROTC. And the opportunity to graduate with both a degree
and a commission in today's ARMY - including the Army Reserve and Army National Quard.
Applications are now balng taken for 2 and 3 yaar
tcholarthlps.

LEADERSHIP LABORATORY, MSC1100,1 Credit, 1 Section
A laboratory in leadership development stressing the application of leadership principles, responsibilities of the
leader and affording experience through practical exercises. Hands-on training with Army equipment and practical
exercises are emphasized. Reld trips include training at the
Army National Quard Armory and other local training sites.
Good course to aee It Army ROTC is for you. (Th 1500-1700)
Sec. 901, Rm SD-201
ORIENTEERING., MSC1102, 2 Credits, 2 Sections
This fourth block course Introduces trie student to the sport
of Orienteering. It provides an opportunity to gain an
understanding of map and compass use and enhances the
student's enjoyment of the out-of-doors. Local and national
competition available. (M-W 1000-1145 & 1400-1545) Sec.
0401 & 0402, Rm G-343, G-339
MILITARY IN SOCIETY, MSCI 110,2 Credits, 2 Sections
This course surveys several disciplines ranging from
military structure and function to contemporary society.
Films, lectures and guest speakers are employed to bring
the military establishment into perspective. (M-W 1100-1150
& 1300-1345) Sec. 0001 & 0002, Rm Q-103
COMPARATIVE MILITARY SYSTEMS, MSCI 210,2 Credits. 2
Sections
Learn about the operations, strategies and basic tactics of
selected Armies of the World. Main areas of concern are
United States, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, Warsaw Pact and the Middle
East. A study of weapons, weapon systems and equipment
Is included. Field trips and guest speakers will be used. (TuTh 0050-1040 & 1100-1150) Sec. 0001 & 0002, Rm SD-201
ART OF MILITARY LEADERSHIP, MSCI 220, 2 Credits, 2
Sections
Leadership can be learned. Learn about yourself and your
ablllity as a leader. This course looks at how amall group
leadership problems can be identified and solved; additionally, the course studies psychological, physiological,
sociological and environmental factors which affect human
behavior. (M-W 1400-1450) (Tu-Th 1050-1140) Sec. 0001 &
0002, Rm G-343, Rm G-103
EUROPEAN MILITARY HISTORY. HIST / MSCI300, 3 Credits,
1 Section
A study of warfare In nineteenth and twentieth century
Europe from a strategic, operational and tactical viewpoint
Decisive engagements from the age of the French Revolution to t Second World War In Europe will be emphasized.
(MWF 1100-1150) J A-1A
INTRODUCTION TO AERIAL IMAGERY INTERPRETATION
0EOO1S6, MSC1120,1 Credit, 1 Section
Introduction to techniques and methods of interpreting
aerial Imagery. The student will utilize the Instruments of
the photo interpreter, e.g., computerized graphics, high
power stereo optics, includes an understanding of data co|.
lection and reporting of military facilities using photo inter
pretatlon keys. (T 1340-1540) Sec. 0401, Rm W-308

ARMYROTC
BEAU. YOU CAN BE.

Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad Bidg, Rm F205
Phone:588-6355
MW 14:00-14:50
TTh 10:50-11:40

The proposal was brought out of
the Finance Committee by Eric
Chufar, chairman.
The proposal passed in committee
by a 7-1 vote, he said.
Because the requested figure includes $70 for food expenses, committee member Andre Wallace said
he could not support the proposal.
"It is an exception to procedure,"
Wallace said, because the SGA has
never allocated money to other campus organizations for food.
"It will set a precedent," he said.
The purpose of the convention
was to learn how to educate people
about homosexuality, said Pat
McOarry, focus chairman of the
gay-lesbian committee.
"We try to break down
stereotypes," he said.
"This is the first worthwhile bill
(to come before the SGA)" said Joe
Tagliareni, committee member.
During new business, Tagliareni
proposed the SGA allocate $ ISO to
Lambda Gamma Lambda.
The expenditures for the convention, held Nov. 30-Dec. 2 at Virginia
Commonwealth University, totaled
$150, Tagliareni said.
The proposal was sent to the
Finance Committee for study.
"There's a lot more at stake than
the $150," said Lynn Oliver, commuter senator. "I think we should
think about it before we vote it down
again."
• The August graduation
ceremony may be moved from the
quad to the Convocation Center,
said Dan Riordan, SGA president.
Dr. Russell Warren, vice president
of academic affairs, asked Riordan
to propose the idea to the student
senate to get feedback.
Warren said there is no sense of
community due to the small number
of students involved, Riordan said.
• The Commuter Student Committee will have a representative
speaking at transfer orientation Jan.
14, said Chris Allshouse, commuter
senator.
The transfer-to-transfer program
will be implemented at this time, she
said.
• Dr. Robert Scott, vice president
for student affairs, addressed the
senate before the meeting.
Students should get involved in
campus life, he said.
"I expect to give honors" to the
risk-takers and the active participants, Scott said. "As for the
other students, I'll just have to say
good luck to you."
• An on-campus phone was installed in the basement of the library
in the food section, the Curriculum
and Instruction Committee
reported.
Library hours have been extended
for exam week, said Brian Young,
committee member.
The library will remain open until
midnight Friday and Saturday. It
will close at 2 a.m. Monday through
Thursday.
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RICHMOND
/

iirrCott
INVITES YOU
TO SUPPORT YOUR
TEAM IN THIS YEAR'S

TIMES DISPATCH
TTf
TATIONAL
SKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
DECEMBER 27-30 1984
SPECIAL SLEEPING ACCOMMODATION RATES APF
BEING OFFERED AT S49.00/ROOM WITH UP TO
4 PERSONS PER ROOM.
THE HOTEL IS LOCATED JUST ONE BLOCK ROM THE COLISEUM nffreiKirFINEST FACILITIES IN RICHMOND
OFFERING THE

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION BY CALLING-

(804) 643-3400 or 800-228-9290
RICHMOND MARRIOTT • 500 E BROAD ST. • RICHMOND VIRGINIA 23219
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Another female
approached by
masked man
By Sandy Stone
police reporter

*

In an incident similar to one that
occurred two weeks ago, a female
JMU student was approached in the
Godwin Hall women's locker room
by a man wearing a ski mask.
Campus police reported the

woman was taking a shower about
7:10 p.m. Nov. 29 when a man walked into the locker room, approached
the woman, then masturbated.
The woman screamed and the man
fled, police said. "He didn't say
anything or touch her," a police
spokesman said. "He just groaned a
little and then left. He was there just
long enough to relieve himself, and
then he ran off."
The description the woman gave
to police matches the description
given in a similar incident that occurred Nov. 15.
The man was described in both in-

cidents as white, about 5' 10", with a
stocky build, wearing faded blue
jeans, a dark-colored jacket and a
dark-colored ski mask. The ski mask
exposed only the eyes.
In the Nov. 15 incident, the
woman was walking through the
locker room to the swimming pool at
8:30 p.m. when a man approached
her and asked her to pull down the
top of her bathing suit. The woman
pushed him away and he fled.
In both incidents, the women did
not report the incident to police until
20 or 30 minutes after it happened.
Police searched the building

Christmas Specials
Ridgeview
6-Pack of Tube Socks
Reg. $9.98
Sale $7.97

"Fat Laces"
Shoe Laces
Assorted Colors
45" and 54"
Reg. $1.50
Sale $0.99
Body Wrap Lace
Assorted Colors
Use as Shoe Lace,
Headbands, Belts, etc.
Reg. $1.98
Sale $1.49

Adidas "Kyle"
Warm-up Suit
PolyfCotton Knit
Sizes S-XL
Reg. $59.98
Sale $34.97

"Mitre"
Soccer Balls
Reg. $18.98
Sale $14.99
Ragwool
Sweater
Reg. $25.98
Sale $16.97
JMU Baseball Caps
Reg. $8.98
Sale $4.97
NEW HOURS TO SERVE YOU: Mon-Frl 9am-9pm Sat 9am-5:30
Best of Luck on exams and have a fun Break

minutes after both incidents were
reported, but could not find the
man. "It's difficult to find anything
when the girls don't report it immediately," the spokesman said.
"Everyone wears jeans and a ski
mask is something you can pull off
and stick in your pocket."
Although police have no suspects
in the incidents, the cases^emain
under investigation.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:
Drunten driving charged
• Student Vera M. Tantoco, 21, of
McLean, Va., was arrested and charged
with drunken driving about 1 a.m. Sunday
at Bluestone Drive, police said.
Public drunkenness charged
Four students and two non-students
were arrested and charged with public
drunkenness.
• Student Cheryl R. Groah, 20, of Lancaster, Pa, was arrested about 12:06
a.m. Friday In front of Gilford Hall, police
said.
Groah also was charged Judicially with
non-compliance with an official request.
Police said Groah gave officers false Information.
• Students Anthony L Smith, 19, and
Kerry L Plaugher, 18, both of Annandale,
were arrested about 8 p.m. Friday In the
shrubbery behind Wampler on South
Main Street, police said.
• Student Emmanuel C. Nocon, 19, of
Alexandria was arrested about 2 a.m.
Saturday In the parking lot of the Sigma
PI fraternity house on South Main Street,
police said.
Littering charged
• Student Carolyn L. Welty, 19, of
Silver Spring, Md., was charged with littering and charged Judicially with noncompliance with an official request
about 12:05 a.m. Friday, police said.
Police said Welty threw a plastic cup
on the ground outside of Gifford Hall,
then gave an officer false information.
Thefts
• A camera and binoculars, worth a
total of $200, were stolen from -a—
Chandler Hail room between 10:30 p.m.
and 11:20 p.m. Nov. 27, police said. '
• Four wheel covers, worth a total of
$150, were stolen from a Volkswagen
parked In Z-lot between 9 p.m. Nov. 27
and noon Nov. 29, police said.
• A $150 tape deck was stolen from a
car parked in F-lot between 5 p.m. Nov.
12 and 10 a.m. Nov. 15, police said.
• A 10-apeed brown and black Western
Auto bike was stolen from a bike rack
outside of Eagle Hall, police said. The
$150 bike was reported stolen at 1 p.m.
Sunday, but the owner had not checked
on It for two weeks, so does not know
when It was stolen.
• A $190 Sear's Free Spirit men's
10-speed bike was stolen from s bike
rack outside of Eagle Hall between 9 p.m.
Saturday and 2 a.m. Sunday, police said.
• A $125 clock was stolen from a wall
In the hallway of Madison Stadium's racquetball courts between 3 p.m. Nov. 28
and 3 p.m. Nov. 29, police said.
• Items worth $260 were stolen from a
bookbeg outside of a racquet ball court In
Godwin Hall between 9:30 a.m. and 11:20
em. Friday, police said.
The bookbeg contained a wallet,
watch and other Items.
• Two hundred and forty dollars was
stolen from a desk drawer in the Theta
Chi fraternity house, police said.
A fraternity member, who Is treasurer
of Theta CM, reported the money missing
Sunday, but does not know when it waa
taken. The money belonged to the fraternity.
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Perfect Christmas Gifts
We carry all types of unusual Brass Jewelry, Engraved
Items, Tankards, Silver and Lead Chrystal. All gifts personalized free (nominal charge for pewter engravings). Free
pick up and delivery.

CALL

PROPST LETTERING
269-4573
Open" 12:00-6:00 Tues.-Fri. or by appointment. 50% off all plaques
and trophies to student organizations. Call for further details.

I

r ■

THE SCHOLARSHIP THAT LEADS
RIGHT INTO

MANAGEMENT

The Best Pizza In Town' Honest.

COUPON SPECIAL
433-0606
j
|

$2.00 OFF
Medium or large Pizza
Buy beer at Happy Hour Prices
with this coupon
Offer good with delivery
No beer delivery
Exp. Dec 15th 1964

Come by or have Pizza delivered

There's a lot more to an Army ROTC scholarship than
tuition, books, lab fees, supplies and up to $1000 per
school year for living expenses.
There's leadership. You start sharpening your ability
to lead while you're still in school. So when you
graduate as a second lieutenant, you're ready to take
charge.
You're trim, fit. You know how to motivate people. And
you're capable of managing the thousands of dollars
worth of equipment you're in charge of.
And as you progress, you'll discover increasing opportunities to advance your skills, to attend graduate
school, while you serve your country.
All the While, you'll be acquiring the management
skills that Industry leaders look for.
So look Into an Army ROTC scholarship. Talk it over
with the Professor of Military Science on your campus.
ROTC is now taking applications for two and three
year scholarships
- Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad. Bldg., Rm F205
MW 14:00-14:50
TTh 10:50-11:40

__ ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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Two cases of
drunkenness
By Sandy Stone
court reporter

The case of students charged with
petty larceny and trespassing in connection with the stealing of a

doghouse was continued until 2 p.m.
Jan/25.
Vincent P. Apostolico, 18, of Annandale, Va., and John A. Nicolai,
23, of Tenafly, N. J., were scheduled
for a hearing Nov. 29.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon pledges
were arrested Nov. 14 and charged
with stealing a doghouse from 209
Port Republic Rd. and to trespassing
on private property with the intent to
commit larceny Nov. 9.
A 6-year-old beagle at the same
residence was beaten and killed that
night. The students were not charged

with the beating of the dog. Police
still are investigating the case.
A student a.id non-student's cases
of public drunkenness were dismissed in recent action in Rockingham
County District Court.
• Student Grace L. Bohannon, 18,
of Norfolk, was arrested by campus
police Oct. 21, but the case was
dismissed in court Nov. IS.
• Non-student Henry Harris, 56,
of Charlcroi, Pa., was arrested by
campus police Oct. 17, but the case
was dismissed in court Nov. 15.

V

~~i

RAPON
JAMES MADISON

WINTER BREAK PARTY
Sunday
December 16th
8:00pm
Affordable Food
& Beverages

• In a separate unrelated Incident, student William P. Dewey, 21,-of Richmond,
was arrested and charged with petty
larceny about 2 a.m. Nov. 29. Police did
not Know details of the Incident.
• Student Emmanuel C. Nocon, 19, of
Alexandria, was arrested about 2 a.m.
Saturday In the parking lot of the Sigma
PI fraternity house on South Main Street,
police said.

In other action:
Drunken driving
Two non-students pleaded guilty Nov.
27 to drunken driving.
• David S. Corbett, 20, of Chariot tesville was fined $150 and his license
was suspended for six months. It then
was reinstated because he enrolled In
the Alcohol Safety Action Program.
Corbett was arrested by campus
police Nov. 18.
• Bartholomew H. Cavanagh, 18, of
Media, Pa., was fined $150 and his
license was suspended for six months, it
then was reinstated because he enrolled
In ASAP.
Cavanagh was arrested by campus
police Nov. 9.
Public drunkenness
Five students and three non-students
were found guilty of public drunkenness.
• Student Michael J. Indellcato, 19, of
Alexandria pleaded not guilty Nov. 15. He
was fined $10.
Indellcato was arrested by campus
police Nov. 4.
• Student William S. Bowman, 21, of
Harrlsonburg was fined $5 Nov. 15.
He was arrested by campus police
Nov. 3.
• Student Robert Q. Say re, 18, of Harrlsonburg was tried in absence Nov. 16
and fined $25.
Sayre was arrested by city police Oct.
21.
• Student Scott C. Sapera, 18, of Fairfax pleaded guilty Nov. 30 and was fined
$30.
Sapera was arreeted by city police
Nov. 2.
Student Christian A. Starr of Fairfax
pleaded guilty Nov. 30 and was fined $30.
Starr was arrested by city police Nov.
2.
• Non-student Matthew P. Gllday, 21,
of Chevy Chase, Md., was tried In
absence Nov. 15 and was fined $25.
Gllday was arrested by campus police
Oct. 20.
• Non-student Michael B. Battle, 25, of
Ettrlck, Va., pleaded guilty Nov. 15 and
was fined $30.
Battle was arrested by campus police
Oct. 21.
• Non-student Bruce D. Qabanskl, 25,
of McLean, Va., was tried In absence
Nov. 15 and was fined $15.
Qabanskl was arrested by campus
police Oct. 18.

Antique Row

ANTIQUES
r

l Not I* So.™. SiBk •• Out »»—n

'I

Christmas Gifts
for Everyone

II"

Gold Chains, Sterling Ornaments, Glassware, China The unusual gift at low
prices.

h

4926 Wisconsin Avenue

966-5832
434-1833

■
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BACKROOM

*"* THURSDAY
DEC. 6

Schaeffer Beer 6pk
Molsons golden beer, ale 6pk
Busch or Natural lite BeerBpk
Tuborg BeerOpk
Coors Beer reg/llte 12pk
Bud weiser Beer reg/llte 12pk
Miller Beer reg/llte 12pk

^

National Beer mum** tornBusch Beeriwun.bi.Baw-

JJ-JJ
•*•■•
• • •»•"
JJ'2
.••_•■ • **•£»
jJ-JJ
JJ-JJ
(ph..<*po*>$5.e»
**..*po*i$8.69

Coke Sprite Tab Mr. Plbb6pkcans
Family Pak ground Beef **»«mo....
Hyde Park Pizza 10OZ.

WITH

ALL'POINTS BULLETIN
THURSDAY 13th, The Dads
Doors Open At 8:0O p.m. Ilil-II r-lH(l
SI Court Square 434-4464
SPECIALS

BUSCH
THEOLDfoUNTRY
WUIIAMSBURGVA

COLLEGE DAYS
December 17-19. 1984
JOB OPPORTUNITIES WITH A BONUS!
Busch Gardens offers you the chance to
make more than most other summer |obs
with our new Bonus Program v Details
available when you apply.*
We will IK* accepting applications from college students ONLY December 17 - I«J from 0
•4 p m at Busch Gardens Personnel Office
Get a lump on summer and start looking for
that summer job NOW
A.-ij-n:;.: .I;»''I*4IK»II> !u«m £i'tH'i.i! JMIKU Iviiiiinini:
!.i::ii.ir. II !«».<«
Alhimative Action I- O I- M.'F.'H

STARTS FRIDAY. DECEMBER 7th. AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

<*

TTM
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Weight diseases threaten college students
By Dare Cahlll
There are cases in which women (and sometimes
men) glance into a mirror and actually see a
deranged version of their small waist line as
unrealistly huge, according to anorexia nervosa
and bulimia experts.
Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are peculiar
diseases (usually affecting women) in which the
sufferer is obsessed with her weight and often
perceives herself to be fat, although she could be
engaging in self-starvation. Such diseases may lead
to hospitalization and sometimes death.
Between 25-33 percent of college-aged women
engage in bu(imia(binge-purge syndrome) or
anorexia nervosa(self-starvation), said Leigh
Cohn, publisher of Eat Without Fear.
However, Dr. Mario Dennis, a JMU Counseling
and Student Development Center psychologist,

Saxophonists
to perform
on campus

said the more serious anorexics are rare on college
campuses because they are unable to handle the
stress of a college load.
Bulimia is another story, reports the April-May
issue of the newsletter Weight Control.
' 'Fifteen to 20 percent of college women studied
in 1981 by Dr. Craig Johnson, editor of the International Journal of Eating Disorders, had experience with binge-purge behavior."
Often anorexia-nervosa and bulimia affect
women who have very real psychological problems, but they focus too much attention on their
weight, leaving the larger problems unattended,
Dennis said. Through treatment, doctors focus
their attention on the patient's internal prolems in
order to help the more visible problem of anorexia.
University health specialist Rebecca Reves said
the "atmosphere of competition at campus turns
into terms of appearance too.
"Many suffer from the FPO (five pounds

Internationally known saxophonists Michael Brecker, James
Houlik, Donalk Sinta and Dale
Underwood will give solo performances Thursday and Friday at
SMU.
The performances, which include
a concert by the noted Washington
Saxophone Quartet, are part of the
program of the North American
Saxophone Alliance Region VII
Conference, being held at JMU this
weekend.
The Washington Saxophone

overweight)," she said. "If she who felt herself the
right weight would throw the first rock no one
would throw any rocks."
A low self-image and poor self-esteem aren't improved any by trying to be the "ideal woman —
perfect in every way." Sometimes women think it
is expected of them, she said.
"There are destructive ways to lose weight,"
Reves said.
Diets should be regulated and medically advised,
according to the Health Center. Fad diets should
be avoided.
Noticeable physical side effects of anorexia and
bulimia, supplied by the Health Center, are no
menstruation, cavities, enamel erosion, dry skin,
pimples, swelling in ankles and feet, and vomiting.
Eating disorders like bulimia are quite common
on campus, Dennis said, but the Counseling and
Student Development Center had no figures.

Quartet concert will be held at 5
p.m. Friday. Brecker and Sinta will
perform later that evening at 7:30
p.m. Houlik and Underwood will
give performances at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.A
All performances will take place in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre of the
Duke Fine Arts Center.
Events during the conference are
scheduled from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
each day and persons interested in
attending one or all of the activities
may register in the lobby of the Duke

Fine Arts Center during conference
hours.
Admission for the general public
to single events is $3 per hour for sessions during the day and $8 per night
concert. For faculty and students
with JMU identification admission is
$2 per hour for day sessions and $5
per night concert.
There is no charge for admission
to student performances.
Approximately 500 people are expected to attend the two-day conference.

%»«™44!e

"
S seuhias >.,
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RECORDS
TAPES
ACCESSORIES
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82 South Main Street

±&

*b+

DOWNTOWN

4*

EVERY FRIDAY-HAPPY HOUR I 4 - 8 PM
$1.00 OFF ANY NEW
. LP OR CASSETTE
EVERY THURSDAY-TRADE-IN DAY!
TRADE 5 OLD SALABLE
ALBUMS FOR 1 NEW
•EVERYDAY STUDENT DISCOUNTS 1
10% OFF PRICE MARKED
WITH COLLEGE ID

A»T«4t
S«VM»S

u.
u.
o

o
■

UL
Y

2

ANY NEW LP OR CASSETTE!
OFFER JOOD THRU
NOV JO

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER

LIMIT 1 COUPON
*■" CUSTOMER

O
»
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JIFFY 66 St MARKET
Qgorf Luck On Exatftlt

Shalimar Imports
(Gardens of India)

Lowanbrau it. * dark
OK»9pkRea
■uaoMpfccana
■uachttpk
BudSpkcana
Bud12pk....
Hainaken Light
MMkarUlattpk
MMereane

Just Arrived!
New Shipment of Jewelry,
Clothing, Sweaters,
Scarves, Gloves, Panchos

9279
9*49
92.29
94.49
92.89
94.99
93.99
94.99
9240

Millar Ponies 9 pk
OMMHwaukae
OUMHwaukee12pk
COOTS Rag *LKe 12 pk
FMWlltalBluaSpk
Qoebel-Schaeferepk
(toabal-Schaafer 12 pk
Moleonepk
MletielobSpk

LONQNECKS
OUMIN
Coors

93.79
99-49

92.09
9229
SS4.49
UN
$1.49
|1.N
$3.38
$3.19
$248
..$9.49
..$8.79
.$10.99

Coors Light
Busch
Buswolser .

KEGS

Christmas Sale
Handmade South American Sweaters
$36.00
Afghanistan and Indian Panchos Reg. $80.00....
Sale $45.00
Handmade Gloves
pair $6.00
Fassion necklaces at reasonable prices made in Italy, India and
Greece.
Stone necklaces, jade, rosecourt etc
10% - 20% off.
Afghanistan, Brazillian and Peruvian earrings
pair $8.00-$ 16.00
50% off fashion earrings

Coon
Budweissr '.'.'.'.
Old Milwaukee
Bosch
Mlltor
„

<tt)$34.99,(%>$21.99
(tt)$38.50,(«A)$23.99
<%>$27.90,<y.)$16.96
(%)$28.99
('A)$35.95,(V4)$20.95

Strohs ...
Blue Ribbon
Mlchelob

(Va)$27.951l»$15.99
(y,)$41.99,(%)$27.99

OTHER
Cigarettes
2 Utar Pepsi
Papal Cola cans
Snacks-Ice-Party Supplies

The Phillips 66 Across From Ho-Jo's
433-8559
JMU Checks Accepted

Open fri. night til 8:00pm
Hours: Mon-Thurs 11-6, Fri 11 -8, Sat 11-5

JM's Pub and Deli Beer Fact Sheet
Why Pay Only $2.15 For A Six-Pack
of Busch when you can go elsewhere
And Pay More?
Midway Mkt.

4.99
4.99
Coors 12pk
4.99
Coors Lt.
2.29
Busch 6pk
Goebels 12pk 2.99
12pk

Lone Star 6pk

1 89

-

Reg.$6.70,100's$6.90
91.19
91.99

Jiffy 66

JM's

Mr. Fllpps

A& P

4.99
4.99
4.99
2.29
3.29
3.99

4.89
4.89
4.89
2.15
2.89
1.79

5.29
5.29
5.29
215
3.29
3.09

5.09
5.09
5.09
255
3.18
Don't hav*

JM'S Food Specialties:
Brldgewater - Ham, lettuce, tomato, herb mayo, onions, Swiss
cheese and our own special hot sauce
$3.10
Roast N' Reuben - Corned beef, Kraut, mustard and 1000
Island dressing laid out on rye and covered with Swiss.. .$3.35
The Gyro - Famous In Chicago, gyro meat with a sour cream &
cucumber sauce, lettuce & tomato
$2.95

Why pay more for your beer?

r

Every
Weekend
is Parents'
Weekend
Fri-Sat-Sun
Sheraum offers luxury rooms al a very affordable
price. Kii|n\ our indoor healed pool. \Mvm and
saunas Dine in our two aUard winning restaurants
a*d experience Scruples

Sheraton'
Harrisonburg i

$15 off
any regular
room rate
I mm Oni- (JKiptm per Runni iilnuhk* iHiu|um\
M^lMnH Miii:l<imupiiH> tlOanaffl \m ulid
««h nu mhrr liirm <i( ilixiuni (jauani t\pm
\pril JH I'IKS Uawl mrkmfc miK Ifn SJI Sun
nullh Mihim in j\ jilahilih famatinat infill
(iamb IIIIIM hi-piannlird hx .»i< infill tdrpiaJI «
nuiir IM.III «jr<J nnniKr Vn j\jilihk In nriw|iv

Must be presented upon check in

Sheraton

Harrisonburg Inn
1400

Check JM's and see the difference.

HUM

M.rkrl Si ■ Ptumt (70.i( 4A.V2MI

*Mr_3 -ftc-Msi
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WMRA to air
Christmas
music special
JMU public radio station WMRAFM (90.7) will present a special
month-long celebration of the
Christmas season in December on
the weekly series "Sunday Pro
Musica."
The program airs at 8 a.m. Sundays and is hosted by Ken Nafziger
of the Eastern Mennonite College
music faculty.
On Dec. 9, slections on the program will include Bach's Cantata
No. 70 and Christmas music of the
Baroque period by Buxtehude,
Albinoni, Vivaldi, Soler and
Gabridi.
Dec. 16, the program will feature
Bach's Cantata No. 1 and Christmas
music of the classic-Romantic era by
Haydn, Brahms and Berlioz.
The Dec. 23 program will include
Bach's Cantata No. 91 and
Christmas musk from the 20th cen-

tury, including Pinkhani's
Christmas Cantata, Respighi's
"Laid to the Nativity" and Vaughan
Williams' "Hodie."
The month-long celebration will
conclude Dec. 30 with the presentation of Bach's Cantata No. 28 and
the "Christmas Revels," "A
Celebration of the Winter Solstice"
and part two of Berlioz' "L'Enfrance du Christ."

Three music facdty
to present recital
A recital by three members of the
JMU Music Department faculty will
be presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday in
JMU's Wilson Hall auditorium.
Featured performers will be
mezzo-soprano Sandra Cryder,
Douglas Kehlenbrink on the bassoon
and Dr. John Cryder on the horn.
Selections to be performed include
Emmanuel Chabrier's "L' Invitation
au Voyage," "Serenade for Bassoon
and Strings" by Bemhard Heiden,
Samuel Adler's "Canto XI for Horn
Solo" and Maurice Ravel's "Chansons Madecasses."

Examination Schedule
Final Examination Schedule, Fall, 1984
Please retain this schedule for use
throughout the first semester, 1984.'
Class Meeting:
0800onMWF
0900onMWF
1000onMWF
1100 on MWF
1200 on MWF
1300onMWF
1400 on MWF
1500 on MWF
1600 on MWF
0800 on TuTh
0925onTuTh
1050 on TuTh
1215 on TuTh
1340onTuTh
1505 on TuTh
1630 on TuTh—

Exam Given:
Tuesday,
Friday.
Wednesday.
Thursday,
Monday.
Friday,
Tuesday,
Friday.
Monday,
Tuesday.
Thursday.
Wednesday,
Monday.
Tuesday,
.Wednesday,
Thursday.

December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December

11
14
12
13
10
14
11
14
10
11
13
12
10
11
12
13

from 1030 to 1230
from 1030 to 1230
fram 1030 to 1230
from 1030 to 1230
from 1330 to 1530
from 0800* to 1000
from 1330 to 1530
from 1330 to 1530
from 1600 to 1800
from 0800 to 1000
from 0800 to 1000
from 1330 to 1530
from 1030 to 1230
from 1600 to 1800
from 0800 to 1000
from 1600 to 1800

All sections of English 101 will take the final examination Monday. December 10 from 0800
to 1000.
Evening classes will have final examinations during the week of December 10-14. at the
regular class meeting time.

aJH^5 FufeADtt*
**«?*>!, *DeC|KW 1*

I4M1E
DlMTfST
<35D

3* * 100
AW HONTOttf *£Ml FfMfcL WINNIE**
QuALlPM To COMPETE.!

If"

|
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Arts & People
Santa Claus has come to town
By Cathy Lucas
"Here he comes," shouts the lady
from the edge of the curb.
The cluster of children with faces
reddened from the early morning
cold scurry to the edge of the
sidewalk.
"Is it Santa? Is it Santa?" the
crowd eagerly chimes.
A brown UPS truck rounds the
corner and stops in front of the
crowd and a man dressed in a brown
uniform emerges from the cab.
"Special Delivery from the North
Pole to the Valley Mall. Sign here,
please," he says handing a clipboard
to the dark-haired lady at the curb.
The back doors of the truck*swing
open and reveal a huge brown box.
"What could be in that huge
box?" the lady asks the crowd of
squirming children.
"It's Santa," squeals the cluster
of tiny voices in unison.
The box rumbles, suddenly the
notorious bearded gentleman, clad
in red suit, bursts through the cardboard box. "Where am I?" -\
"Harrisonburg," the children
scream with excitement.
)
Upon his arrival at the Valley
Mall, Santa Claus immediately
began generating the Christmas
spirit in the young as well as the old.
But Santa's special delivery marked only the beginning of long hours
of entertaining children of all ages
for two local men.
George Rinick and Bob Couch are
devoting long hours this Christmas
season to make children happy.
Rinick, who sports a white beard,
enjoys the association. "I love
kids," he says in his deep gentle
voice. And the kids love him.
Rinick listens intently as children
rattle off Christmas lists eagerly. A
sandy-haired boy, about nine, asks
Santa for a stereo and two models.
"I think the models cost around
$5," the blue-eyed boy added. "I'll
pay you back. And if you have a
chance, I'd like to have my front
teeth." He grins, revealing two empty spaces in his mouth. Santa gives
him a squeeze, making no promises.
This year marks Rinick *s 36th year
as Santa. He first played Santa while
at Lynch burg College in 1948. "One
of the girls' dorms was getting
together a party for children at the
Methodist Home, and they needed a
Santa," he says.
Before working at the Mall, he
often played Santa for local

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe

JMU freshmen Ann Betenbaugh and Sara Beamer tell Santa what they would like for
Christmas at ths Valley Mall.
organizations and nursing homes.
associated with Santa out of the red
tures taken with Santa is nearly
His first year at Valley Mall he alsa
suit. "I guess it's the beard. I don't
50 / 50. Just this past week Couch
doubled as Santa at Roses.
have one under this like George
squeezed eight fraternity brothers indoes," he says, putting at his fake
Both men hold part-time JOTS in
to one picture.
snowy-white beard.
the community in addition to porA distinguishing feature of the age
traying Santa.
Couch says he enjoys his exgroups (besides size) is the contents
periences as Santa, but is somewhat
Rinick works at a 7-Eleven conveof their Christmas list. For the
tired of children who have incredibly
nience store. Often parents who
smaller children, both Santas agree,
long lists. Children these days are
know Rinick bring their children inthe number one wish for girls remore interested in the material
to the store to show them where Sanmains popular Cabbage Patch Doll
aspect of Christmas, he says.
ta works when he is not at the North
and Gobots for boys.
Pole.
Parents who force their child to sit
"College students usually request
on
Santa's
lap
irritate
him
also.
He
six-foot
blond, blue-eyed hunks or
Bob Couch works for the Census
relays an experience where the
cars with funny foreign names,"
Security Bureau as a security guard.
says Couch.
parents physically held the child
After working at a department store
down
on
his
lap
in
order
to
get
a
picOne day, a college student dad in
in the mall and getting to know other
ture.
"The
poor
child
screamed
and
her
JMU sweat shirt and shorts posemployees, someone suggested he try
I don't blame him." He says he
ed on Santa's knee with her roombeing Santa. So he did and has been
believes in backing off those who are
mate. As she was leaving, she added,
playing Santa for the past four
scared. He does not like to force a
Santa all I want is a new Honda
yean.
child
to
sit
on
his
lap.
Civic.
I've been really good and I've
Couch, also a retired United
only
gotten
one speeding ticket!"
Methodist minister, started playing
Couch points out that the ratio of
When
faced
with this type of proSanta at church functions.
small children to high school and
Unlike Rinick, Couch is not
college students that have their picSee SANTA page 15 +■
•
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Dashing through the campus,
carolers spread Christmas cheer
By Alison Colby
assistant features editor

Soon Christinas bdls will be ring-1
ing and carolers will be singing.
At least they will be when one of
JMU's most popular musical groups
spreads its wishes of goodwill and
cheer to students here.
Tonight the Shenandoah Hall
carolers will continue their longstanding tradition of serenading
women who live in on-campus
dorms with Christinas carols and
wishing them a merry Christmas and
a happy New Year.
Shenandoah Hall President Glen
Cockrell said the dorm's caroling is
not only a tradition for JMU but
also one for the hall.
"It began at least eight years
ago," Cockrell said. "It started
because of the type of people that
live here. The vast majority of guys
are music majors. We're also a
bunch of hams."
Shenandoah Hall is a men's dorm
located on S. Main Street across
from Wilson Hall. Thirty men live
there. About two-thirds of them are
music majors.
"One thing that makes the caroling special is that it is a tradition to
invite all alums from this hall,"
Cockrell said. "We sent out letters
to everybody we could think of.
About 10 a year show up." This year
they invited about 40 alumni.
Cockrell said about 30 men, including the alumni, will participate
in this year's caroling.
The men will begin their trek
across campus with a performance at
7:45 p.m. at Cleveland Hall. From
there, they will circle the campus going first to Wine-Price Hall, then to
the women's dorms in the Village
and then to the women's Bluestone
dorms. Cockrdl said the group's last

Santa
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blem, Renick usually just replies,
"You figure out how I'm going to
get it down the chimney."
Neither Santas have had any
unusual requests so far this year.
Couch recalls one child asking for
live rabbits.
Couch's favorite visitors are a
group of retarded children that come
to see Santa each year. "You get a
lot of kisses and hugs," he says.
"It's a great experience."
Between both Santas, neariy 3,500
pictures will be taken this season.
According to Bev Plymale,
marketing secretery at the Valley
Mall, the number^f children who

stop on their tour will be at Converse
Hall and estimated that they would
arrive around 10 p.m.
The men also will visit the Foreign
Language House, and the last stop
of the night will be at Patterson
House.
Each stopping place houses female
students except for the Foreign
Language House.
"The reason we go to only to girls'
dorms is because we're very wellreceived there," Cockrell said.
"Men's dorms don't respond as
well. Men don't go crazy over a
bunch of guys singing Christmas
carols to them."
At each dorm, the carolers will
perform a variety of songs — both
old and new.
"We'll do the standards such as
•Deck the Halls,* 'Joy to the World'
and 'Silent Night,' " Cockrell said.
"We'll also be doing some special
things."
Although Cockrell would not
specifically explain what the' 'special
things" include, he did say that a
song combining " RudcMJmhe RedNosed Reindeer" and "Jingle Bdls"
will be performed as well as Bing
Crosby's old favorite, "White
Christinas."
Cockrell said the residents of
Shenandoah Hall carol every year to
make people aware of their dorm.
"Half of them don't even know
we're here.
"Caroling is a good way to meet
people. More and more every year,
people recognize us."
For students who would like to
hear the carolers but will miss them
tonight, the group also will be singing at the Christmas tree-lighting
ceremony on the quad.
"We've been asked to lead the
singing," Cockrell said. "We were
asked because our caroling has

become a really popular thing and
because they knew we wouldn't be
shy about singing."
Other activities planned to pay
tribute to the Christmas season include:
• the tree-lighting ceremony in
Warren Campus Center will begin at
6 p.m. on the first floor of the student union. JMU President Ronald
Carrier will light the tree. Music will
be provided by the JMU Brass
Ensemble and the JMU Chorale.
• the tree-lighring ceremony on
the quad will begin at about 8 p.m.,
immediately following the treelighting ceremony in the Warren
Campus Center. Carrier will light
the 20-foot spruce following the

actually visit with Santa is three or
four times more than the number of
pictures. Many children just come to
give Santa their Christmas list.
The price of capturing that special
moment with Santa ranges from
$3.75 for one setting to $8 for three.
Plymale explains that the money is
strictly a money-making activity for
mall promotions.
The money also helps supply the
salary of the Santas as well as the
"paid volunteers" who work the
camera.
The Santas have discovered that
Santa is not just for small children or
high school and college students.
Rinick recalls an incident that occurred* at Valley Mall nearly three

years ago while he was playing Santa. A gentleman helped an elderly
lady to a bench near Santa's Court.
Rinick, spying her sitting alone, took
the opportunity to go over and chat.
"Ma'am, how long has it been
since you talked to Santa?" he asked
her.
The elderly woman, bent with age,
did not answer. She crinkled her
forehead as if she was deep in
thought. She could not remember.
Rinick put his arm around her and
tears puddled in the corners of her
eyes.
"How long has it been since you
sat on Santa's knee?" he inquired.
This question sparked a quick
response. "Sonny, do you know
how old I am? I am 93 years old and

candle-lighting ceremony. The
ceremony is sponsored by the Student Government Association.
• "Trimmings," a play dealing
with families and how people do not
value family members until it is too
late, will run Dec. 4-8 at Wampler
Experimental Theatre. The play was
written by senior Mary Parker and is
a nomination in the American College Theatre Festival. Tickets are $2.
• Gibbons Dining Hall Christmas
dinner will be served at entrance one
tonight. Reservations are required.
The dinner includes duck pate,'
lobster bisque, prime ribs with
yorkshire pudding and other
"Williamsburg Christmas" dishes.

have a son who is only 62," she
quipped.
Rinick invited her up to Santa's
Court to get her picture taken with
Santa. He helped her up the ramp to
his red-cushioned chair and she smiled for the camera.
\ "This one is on me," he offered,
as the "helper" handed the elderly
lady her picture.
"No, Santa, that's OK," she
replied, paving for her picture. "I'm
just so thrilled that you wanted to
take the time to talk to me."
Rinick's blue eyes water as he
recalls the memory. "That was the
one moment that stands out for me.
After all, isn't that what Christmas
is all about?"

M.
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Friday

Thursd
ursday
MUSIC

• Fat Ammoni (country) — Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available.
• Skip Caatro and AH Pointa Bulletin
(rock) — Calhouns, cover charge not
available.
• LarJUs night (d.j.) - Belle Meade, $2
cover, ladles $1.
• dj. — Scruples, no cover charge.

• Kirk Edwards — Calhoun's, SI cover
charge.
• MaxweN (rock) — Scruples, $3 cover
charge.
• Jerry Campbell (country) — Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available.
• Hybrid lee (rock) - Scotland Yard,
cover charge not available.
• Third Wave (rock) - Belle Meade, $2
cover.

MOVIES

MOVIES

MUSIC

(
• The Terminator (R) — Roth Theatres,
7:30 and 0:25 p.m. shows $4.
• Beverly Hills Cop (R) - Roth
Theatres, 7:15 and 9:10 p.m. shows $4.
• Superglrt (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
and 9:15 p.m. shows $4.
• The Little Drummer Qlrl — Virginia
Theater, 7 and 9:20 p.m. shows $4.

• The Terminator (R) — Roth Theatres,
7 and 9 p.m. shows $4.
• Beverly Hills Cop (R) — Roth
Theatres, 7:15 and 9:10 p.m. shows $4.
• City Heat — Roth Theatres, 7:30 and
9:20 p.m. shows $4.
• 2010 — Virginia Theater, 7 and 9:10
p.m. shows $4.
• Trimmings — by Mary D. Parker,
Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m.
$2.

• Trimmings — by Mary D. Parker,
Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m.,
$2.

Lost
Found

• The TermlnetortR) — Roth Theatres,
7 and 9 p.m. shows $4.
• Beverly Hills Cop (R) - Roth
Theatres, 7:15 and 9:10 p.m. shows $4.
• CKy Heat — Roth Theatres, 7:30 snd
9:20 p.m. shows $4.
• 2010 — Virginia Theater, 7 and 9:10
p.m. shows $4

•Qoorge Collins — Calhoun's, $1
cover chsrge.

• JMU Advanced Photo Students (photogrsphy) Through Dec. 7.

SAWHILL GALLERY

• "Trl-State Sculptors: Smsll Works
and Drawings — Through Dec. 13.

"Etc"
GOLF

• Lakeview Goll Course — $1 for
students with IDs to play West nine
holes. Regular prices are $7 weekdays,
$4.50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 for weekends
and holidays.

PLAYS

• Trimmings — by Mary D. Parker,
Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m.,

BOWLING
• Valley Lanes - $.90 days and $1.25
for tenpins and $1.15 for duckplns nights.
Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day.

Artworks
THE ARTWORKS GALLERY
• Geofgins Valverde and Kevin Jones
— (mixed media) Through Dec. 8

THE OTHER GALLERY

MUSIC

THE NEW IMAGE GALLERY

MOVIES

PLAYS

Saturd ay_

PLAYS

• The Detectives (rock) — Scruples, w
cover charge.
• Jerry Campbell (country) — Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available
• Hybrid lee (rock) — Scotland Yard,
cover charge not available
• Third Wave (rock) — Belle Meade, $2
cover.

• Pattl Cannon — (multi-media)
Through Dec. 8.

HORSEBACK RIDING
• Oak Manor Farms - US 11 South.

ROLLER SKATING

• Skatetown USA — Open Tuesday 10
am. to noon and Tuesday through Friday
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

For Sato
SonrioM
Miscellaneous
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Write your ad in this space:

Clip this form and put it in an envelope
with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20
words and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office In the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Monday. Deadline for Monday's paper is noon Friday:
Name
Telephone number
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university hairstylist's

IS AN MBA
IN YOUR FUTURE?

GOOD MORNING SPECIAL

$2.00 OFF
STUDENT

HAIRCUTS

Served with free juice and coffee
Every morning 9-11

university hairstylist
433-9533 Expires Dec. 7
Behind Luigi's

The Kogod College of Business Administration offers you an excellent
opportunity for graduate business education in the nation's capital.
Qualified candidates may begin the program in Fall, Spring or Summer.
Programs may be completed on a full or part-time basis with courses
offered in both day and evening.
In addition to the MBA, the College offers the Master of Science degree in
Taxation as well as in other specialized professional fields. For further
information, call (202) 885-1905 or mail the following form to:

All-You-Can-Eat

"BUFFET SPECIALS"

_)?-»-_,__

}___.

XUZZA JLtUR.

Featuring Barbecue Pizza and Taco Pizza

Kogod College of
I am interested in the following graduate business
fields:
□ Accounting
Q Procurement Acquisi□ Finance
tion and Grants
D International Business
(MS only)
□ Marketing
Management
D Operations Analysis D Real Estate and
□ Personnel and
Urban Development
Industrial Relations
□ Taxation (MS only)

Business
Administration
Office of Student
Affairs
The American

University
Washington, D.C.
20016

Name
*'■
Address
City
Slate _________

_«=

AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY

Telephone (

Ihc AnkTk'un I rmasilv IN an I 1 O
Mfirm;ilm' \ili<>n ln\lil«ituw>

Thin Crutt Pizza, Daap Pan Pizza,
Spaghetti, Salad Bar, Soup and Garlic Bread

Mon. - Sat.
LUNCHEON

Mon. • Thurs.
NIQHT

11:00 A.M.-W» P.M.

6:00 P. M. - 8:30 P M.

$3.29

$2.99
Sunday Lunch

Zip.

)

1588 S. Main St.
433-2644

$3.59

$1.50 OFF

$2.50 OFF

, Any Large Pizza
Expires Jan. 1,1985
1
-H PIZZA INN

Any Giant Pizza
Expires Jan. 1,1985
PIZZA INN

DOMINO'S • LUIGl's • 4*STAR or MR.GATTTs

if you want delivery of. . .
PIZZA

G

c

<JMS PUB&' DELL
if you want the pizza alternative.

n

ITA.'b'
oes\e>HB
PeANutfeo
CJt&AM.- f^kORANGESANDW/GHeS;
5ALAD- Couest-A^^N^^'TUMA
oT|^_wse£f PReTzeLS'FRuiTsuae>- _>UDS
'N-Mg3a65fcALE*
_./ANT600Kief>'
MACAeoMi-^ALAD • POTATO .SALAD
sue 5:
X UN&UiHl SALAD
BLACK CHERRf
_____
^t-i^CAKE
Suf^S
SUBS- SUSS
FR&iCH APPLE. PI
N.f. cne&ecAfie •
sue>s__Su
PeANUTBurreR
O/LL PlCKte
SU6S BUBS- 5UBS ■ Su
tJiA&^L ooe>'
'Su&Sr
NACHO SuPZBMe. •
5UB5- |^
CHILI ' 50UP;
NACHOS- PICAHTE OR.
ASSORTED Nj--&A&eL£>
OF THE, DAY'
6ROI65AKJTS •

DOC &KO\ipHS 50DA • M ILK.

ouse SAIAO

HZF

CHSDDAR. CHee^€. •

1007

S. MAIN STREET* HARRISONBURG Vfc. 22BOT PM. (703)43 DUKES
Delivery 7Day* U.HOam- 1:30am weekdays, tU 2*0 mm weekends
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'Nuts'
Sophomore Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer is crazy about wrestling
season on the right foot, defeating
Princeton's Trevor Lewis, 11-3; and
staff writer
Army's Gepper, 6-5, in his inThe rise of the JMU wrestling pro- dividual matches.
Bowyer's record belies his comgram to the level cf national caliber
parative
lack of experience on the
has been mirrored in the rapid immats.
He
did not start wrestling until
provement of its enthusiastic
his
junior
year of high school, mak118-pounder, Jeff "Peanut"
ing this season his fourth in organizBowyer.
A sophomore from Phillipsburg, ed competition.
Whatever the crowd, and
N.J., Bowyer has set his sights high,
whatever
the Dukes' national rankboth for himself and the team. Last
year, only one victory separated him ing may be, JMU grappling fans can
from the NCAA tournament in the be sure of one thing: when the Dukes
take to the mat this year, they will
118-pound class.
"My goal is always to qualify for always be led by one tough nut to
the NCAA tournament, no matter crack-Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer.
"As a junior, 1 came in fourth
what year I'm in," Bowyer said.
"This region is really competitive in place in the New Jersey state tournament, and I finished second my
wrestling," he added.
From his results, Bowyer is r senior year," Bowyer said. Over
definitely competitive with anyone in those two years, Bowyer's combined
this region and probably with record was 41-11.
"I started wrestling because my
anyone in the nation. In the NCAA's
father
talked me into it," Bowyer
regional qualifying championships
added.
"My father was the Pennlast year, Bowyer advanced to the
sylvania
high school state champ,
finals before losing to an Old Domiand his influence just carried over to
nion opponent.
"He was hurt earlier this year, but me."
Jeff's nickname is also carried
his good mental toughness and hardthrough
blood lines. "Peanut was
nosed competitiveness have carried
my
dad's
nickname, and I jast ended
him through," Besnier said of
up with it," Bowyer said. "Nobody
Bowyer.
•*
This year, Bowyer started his
See PEANUT page 19 >
By Sonny Dearth

Staff photo by Greg Fletcher

JMU sophomore Jeff Bowyer, a 118-pounder, does 'neck bridges' In a
recent wrestling practice.

JMU on the road to wrestling recognition
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

If you attend a JMU wrestling match this
season, chances are you won't regret it.
According to Dukes' head coach Dick Besnier,
this could be the most talented team that JMU has
had.
"I think that we have more talent than we've
ever had at one time before," he said. "We've got
a pretty good balanced lineup which is important
for us."
After coming off two big wins against
nationally-ranked Princeton and Army, the Dukes
appear to be in for a fine season.
In a list of goals for the season, the team has
high expectations, both on the mat and off.
"I think the team sets the goals," Besnier said.
"Some of the goals the team set were to set a
record on the number of wins, win the NCAA
Eastern regionals, hold a team grade point average
higher than the average of the university and to
qualify a minimum of at least three people for the
NCAA tournament."
For these lofty hopes to be realized, much of the
team's success will depend on the balanced lineup
that JMU presents to its opponents.
"I think that if we do the right things, this could
be a very successful year," Besnier said. "But it's
going to take a total group effort from everyone on
the team to make that a possibility.

"I think winning against Army and Princeton
might have sent a message to them that if we do the
things were supposed to, and wrestle like we're
capable, we can be very competitive."
While the Dukes sport a balanced lineup,
Besnier feels that this year's freshman wrestlers
may give JMU an edge.
Some of those freshmen to watch out for are
Brian Kurlander, a 158-pounder who was a fifthteam scholastic All-America last year, heavyweight
Doug West, who was an honorable mention AllAmerica, Rich Widmcr at 126 pounds, Arthur
Whitaker at 177 pounds and Dave Monize at 118
pounds.
"We've got an outstanding group of
freshman," he said. "It's probably the best group
that I've ever brought in here. We've got two or
three kids that could be really fine college
wrestlers."
Although the Dukes appear to have a competitive squad, they face a schedule loaded with
perennial powerhouses.
«,
Besnier lists the University of Virginia, North
Carolina State and Morgan State as teams JMU
will need to beat to get national recognition.
The Dukes also must deal with where they wrestle the matches, JMU will not wrestle on its home
mats until Jan. 18 against Youngstown State.
"I wish we were home earlier than that really,"
Besnier said. "It's just the way the scheduling went
this particular year. A lot of things we do in

December and November are tournaments in different places. To be in the other tournaments,
naturally you have to go someplace else."
Besnier feels that if his squad stays free from injury, they will be competitive against some of the
top teams in the nation.
"I think that we wrestle a very challenging and
demanding schedule," he said. "If you look at our
schedule I think you'll see that we wrestle a
number of nationally-ranked and top caliber
wrestling teams.
We have the potential and caliber of kid here
that can wrestle with those people. The thing is to
keep them all healthy and ready to go at the right
time."
Among those people with potential, Besnier lists
Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer at 118 pounds, Tony Gentile, who was JMU's most valuable wrestler last
season at ISO, Kurlander, and a much-improved
Mike Thomas, who will wrestle at 177 or 190
pounds, as people who have a chance at NCAA
berths.
JMU still has further to go to be recognized as a
perennial tough team, but if things go as expected
this season, it will have taken a big step toward
realizing that goal.
*
"I feel good about this team," Besnier said. "I
think we've got a pretty good group of kids, and I
think they are starting to come together. We're not
there yet, but we're making progress."
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Newman lifts Dukes to overtime win
By Scott Tolley
sport* editor

Immediately following the end of
Tuesday night's game with Radford
University, JMU head coach Lou
Campanelli walked off the court
toward the lockerroom, throwing his
coat to an assistant, his gum into the
stands and finally grabbing his head
with both hands.
With a battled look on his face,
Campanelli appeared to have just
lost the game of his life, but what he
had just gone through was the
Dukes' third overtime game in as
many played this season.
After splitting the first two games,
JMU topped the Highlanders 52-50
with a game-winning 20-foot
baseline jumper by John Newman
with five seconds left in the game.
It's the first time in JMU history
the Dukes have had three overtime
games in a row.
The win puts JMU at 2-1 on the
season, while Radford falls to 2-3.
Obvious in the three overtime
games, the Dukes have had a trying
first two weeks of the season. Most
quality Division I schools are padding their early schedules with
obscure and bdow-par programs to
pick up some easy wins and build
confidence.
Campanelli criticized the Dukes'
schedule, saying, "Maybe it's bad
scheduling on my part."
"I don't know if I'm going to
make the season," Campanelli said.
"Three overtimes in a row —• it's incredible."
Newman said after the game it's
been a situation where the teams
may be playing above .their heads.

"The last three games it seems we've
gotten the teams at their best."
Tuesday night Radford shot 55
percent from the floor and 100 percent from the line to combat a firsthalf showing of 42.1 percent from
the floor and 44.4 percent from the
line.
Although JMU shot 64.3 percent
from the floor in the first half, they
only led 21-20 at intermission.
In the second half the Dukes, on
numerous occasions, were able to extend their lead only to see the game
be tied up or to fall behind. On five
occasions JMU led by four points or
more, only to relinquish the lead.
Down 34-31 with 9:43 left in the
game, JMU battled back and on an
18-foot jumper from the left side by
freshman Kennard Winchester, the
Dukes tied the game at 34-34 with
7:05 left.
Winchester then batted a Radford
pass to Eric Esch. The Dukes came
down the floor and Eric Brent, who
led all scorers with 18 points, hit an
18-footer to put JMU up 36-34.
Brent's follow of a Darrell Jackson
baseline jumper gave the Dukes a
four-point advantage with 5:09 left.
The teams traded baskets to make
the score 40-36 with 2:43 left in the
game.
Jackson fouled Highlander Eric
Key, who responded by making both
ends of the one-and-one. The Dukes
called timeout with 2:23 left in the
game. After returning to the court,
they went into the four-corners offense.
At the 55-second mark, freshman
point guard Robert Griffin was fouled by Radford's Rod Cousin. Orif-
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ACTIVITIES
BOWLING — Sign up by Thursday, Dec. 6 at noon in Godwin
213. Competition takes place
Saturday, Dec.8. The cost is
$1.00 a person.
ROLLERSKATING - Skate
free tonight with a JMU I.D.
from 7:30 to 10 p.m. at
Skatetown USA located on South
Main St. in Harrisonburg. Open
to students, faculty, staff and
their families.
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS are
needed. Sign up in the rec office
Godwin 213.
EXAM WEEK SCHEDULE —
Aerobics: 6:15 to 7 p.m. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Savage poof: 12 to 1 p.m. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday for
faculty/staff and 7 to 10:30 p jn.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday for recreational swim.
Weight room: 12 to 1 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday for
faculty/staff and 2 to A pan.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
for general use.
Sauna: 3 to 7 p.m. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday for
general use.
TABLE TENNIS
Claude Hanfling defeated G.
Wright in the finals with a score
of 21-16, 21-15 to become the
Men'a Singles 1984-85 table
tennis champions.
Mike Hickman and Rob Reby
defeated John Dodson and Gregg
Newman 21-16, 22-20 in (the
Men's Doubles championships.
Colleen Cross, with a winning
score of 21-12; 21-19. defeated
Robyn McFarland in the
Woman's Singles championship.
Cross, and Kathryn O'Brien
won the Women's Doubles
championship by forfeit.
The team of Robyn McFarland
and Tracy Burnette defeated Beth
Bond and Daniel McBryde in the
finals to become the Mixed
Doubles champions.

Photo by Stephen Jaffa

JMU's Kennard Winchester (32) battles for a loose bsll with
Radford's Eric Ksy In the Dukes' overtime victory Tuesday.
fin hit both ends of the one-and-one
to give the Dukes a four-point lead
at 42-38.
After being fouled by Highlander
Mike Burton, Newman failed to hit
the front end of a one-and-one and
Radford's James Cooke hit a
12-footer from the right side to cut
JMU's lead to 42-40 with 17 seconds
left in the game.
After a Highlander timeout, Burton fouled George Kingiand with six
seconds to go. Kingiand failed to hit
the front end of the one-and-one.
Billy Myers grabbed the rebound
and went the length of the court,

Peanut
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really started calling me 'Peanut' until high school, but now that's how
everyone here knows me."
Among his peers, Bowyer has the
reputation of someone who not only
works hard at practice, but truly enjoys it. "A lot of the guys say, 'Uhh,
practice', but I don't mind it," he
said. "A lot of the guys put me down
for that, because practice is the same
old thing for them."
Despite his high-reaching goals,
Bowyer is not obsessed with winning. "Everybody likes to win, but
when I wrestle well and get beat by
someone better, it's not hard for me
to accept it," he said. "I just work
harder so I can beat those kind of
people.
"I like winning because the coach
likes it," Bowyer said. "I just tike it
when I wrestle well. And I can tell
when I wrestle well."
According to Bowyer, his socalled lack of experience may be a
blessing in disguise. "A lot of guys
started so early that wrestling's getting old for them. I've only been
wrestling for a little over three years.
It's kind of hard to hate wrestling

In overtime, the teams traded
baskets until the game was tied at
4646 with 2:37 left. An 18-footer by
Brent and two foul shots by Griffin
gave the Dukes a 50-46 lead with 30
seconds remaining.
With four points from center Pat
DiServio, Radford tied the game at
50-50 with 17 seconds left to play.
JMU called a timeout with 11
seconds to go to set up its offense.
When they returned, it was John
Newman who got the call. Newman
took a pass in the left corner and
swished a 20-footer with five seconds
remaining to put the Dukes up
52-50.

when I've got so much room for improvement," he said.
Bowyer rates his team as one of
the three best in Virginia, along with
the University of Virginia and Old
Dominion. "All three teams are really solid," Bowyer said. "The program has really improved a lot,
mainly because of the excellent
freshmen coming in this year."
"I think Rich Widmer (126),
Brian Kuriander (158), and Arthur
Whitaker (177) are the freshmen that
have really helped us," Bowyer said.
"I'm sure we've got the talent to be
one of the. top 20 teams in the nation. I hope we'll be ranked up there
by January."
The most importnat matches of
the season will come in mid-January
when the Dukes host UVa and other
tough teams, he said.
"We only had three or four home
matches last year, so the crowd
wasn't much of a factor. I'd like to
see Godwin Hail pecked," be said.
"Just like our hiss school gym was
two years ago fee af the big matches I'd tike to see store people than
just the dedicated leas and parents
there."
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classifieds
For Sale
Rocky't Antique Mall Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largest antique mall
In the Shenandoah Valley. 15 minutes
south of JMU on Rt. 11. Visa, Master
Card. Thursday ■ Sunday. 9 - 5.
le It true you can buy Jeeps for S44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext
5090.
Harrison Antiques wishes everyone a
happy holiday, be sure to stop by before
you leave. We have unusual gifts starting
with sterling jewelry from $4 each, gold
chains from $12 up. Layaway available
on more expensive such as furniture,
clocks, diamonds, sterling flatware.
Mastercard, Visa. We will trade for
anything of value. So you artists show
your stuff.
Female Housing Contraet Spring
Semester. Ubby x4751. PO 5528.
Ma con tosh Computer Image Writer
printer, MacWrlte, MacPrlnt, $2500.
433-1921.
New Apple He Duodlsc Drive, Monitor,
Basic, Fortran, Pascal. $1350. 433-0373.
Through
jri December preowned LP's 1/2
price. New
N« $8.96 lists 3 for $21.
1967 Mustang transmission in trunk.
Assembly required. Call Steve x5189. Buy
now and get a free bowl of soup. It's
good soup.
__^_^___^^_

Wanted
Military Hems wanted Primary Interest
WWII Japanese and German. Call
43+6007 or 83*6216 after 6 p.m.

Services

- r

Professional Resume/Typing Service via
Computer. Call Barbara 434-0946.
Typing Service 21 years of experience.
Si/page. Mr*. Price. 67»683S.
Confidential Abortion Service* ...
because we believe a woman faced with
an unintended pregnancy should have a
full range of options available to her.
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Ser
vices ■ member of the National Abortion
Federation (NAF). All counseling and
medical services meet or exceed NAF
guidelines. Call collect for Information or
to schedule an appointment: (301)
733-2400.
Professional Typing IBM Selectric. Inquire 433-6685 before 7 p.m.
Professions! Typing Call Kathy,
433<01S. y
Profeeelonal Typing Pica or Elite. Call
Donna. Bodkin, 879-9294.
Profeeelonal Typing 85 cents e page!
Call Julie evenings 434 4588.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Affordable picture framing In time for
Christmas (Dec. 14). Tom 828-4312.

Lost
Man's Bukxva Watch Light brown bag. II
found please call 434-7119. Much sen
tlmental value. Reward offered.
Blue end ailver Casio LED watch (digital
and watchpeft In Harrison men's room,
pre Thanksgiving, heavy sentimental
value, reward, call Seth, 434-2923.

Found
Ladle*'watch at Presidential. Muet Identify to claim. Dale 434-4314..
Wire-framed glasses in brown caae
found in Harrison Breezeway. Cell X4183.

For Rent
2 Rooms for Rent $80 plus utilities. Convenient. Call 434-7476.

by Berke Breathed
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Room 526 S High St. Male or Female.
Live with 3 other guye. $135 per month
plus utilities. Cell 434-9711.
Room for Rent Apartment Is fully furnished, big kitchen, nice living room with
fireplace, big bedroom. Only 10 minute
welk from campus, (lease doe* not have
a specific departure date) $1257month
plus electric. 501 S High Street. Call
434-1863.
Northern VA sublease Female to share
top-floor 2 BR condo In Reston. Rent
negotiable, call night* 433-3266.
Two female roommates to share nicely
furnished two bedroom townhouse.
$125/month. Utilities not Included.
434-4142.
Apartment available on Dutch Mill Court.
2 bedrooms available, each $160 (lndudes water). Call 433-9242.
Bedrooms (male/female) - house rented
by college students. X6786/434-62S9.
Heve four bedrooms available In house 3
1/2 miles from campus. $86 per month
plus equal share of utilities. Lots of room
and quiet neighborhood. 433-1873.
Sublet Single room in large house. Close
to campus. Available Spring Semester.
$100 month plua utilities. Call 434-4216.
Male/Female.
Female needed to rant single furnished
room In Unlverelty Court. Call 43*8541.
Room for rant Single room at Madison
Square. $120 or price negotiable. Call
Doug or Rich at 434-1993.
Sublet Single room in large house. Share
with two other students. 1/2 mile from
campus. Large space, carpet, cable TV.
$147/month. Utilities Included. First
month 's rent 1/2 off. Call x5839. PO 3063.
2 rooms In house at 423 Weet Market
Street. Fully furnished 2/3 mile from campus 5 blocks west of Court Square. On
busline. $200 s month with all utilities included. Call Niels Pembertan or Wendy
Travln at 434-9749 or Donna Kelly at
433-9189 after 7 p.m. and w—teend*.
Need 2 girl* to move in Madison Squsre
Townhouse. $140 a month. Furnished,
A/C, W/D. Available Dec. 15. Call Vickie or
Jennifer 434-4258.
On* Bedroom Apartment within walking
distance of JMU. $245 plus electric
(about $20 or $30) Available late
December. Call Gwyn or Pat 434-1861 or
PO Box 607

Mala to live with 5 other males In furnished townhouee. Within walking distance
of campus. 849 Village lane. Call Jeff
433-0436.

Personals
JM's Datty Delivery 11 a.m. ■ 1:30 a.m.
weekdays, till 2 a.m. weekends.
t Writ* Me "I want to get well" Free
monthly bulletin. 5 Information charts.
$1. John Ray Hlnkle. Dayton, VA
22821-0188.
Bandit We know who you are. What d'ya
think about that? ■ JM's security.
Happy Birthday Walter I love you!
Qlliean.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma and Stardusters welcome the new brothers: Dave
Aldrldge, Adam Hlnsdale, Scott Hundley,
Kemp Jonee, Bob Kendall, Greg Mosher,
Ken Millar, and Jon Hunger. Great Job
guys! Get payohed for Blue Jean Ball!
Congratulations John Coor, Jeff Holds,
and Mitch Nucklee - you've finally made
HI Good luck, we'll mis* you. Love, the
Starduatera.
Tri-Stg Spirit Boosters fantastic Job,

women!
Sperfcptuga Saturday night at the Mystic
Den. $3 cover.
Brad Hope your birthday la apecial. I love
you, Connie.
To Delta Sigma PI Thanks for the Roses!
This ssmaster has been great I Congratulations to all the new brothers. See
you next semester and have a Merry
Christmas. Sharon.
Backus ma marshmellow (Tee heel) love
your writhing dance... smeared Mallo
cups on our lips • toodlee-n-belly buttons.
Ish klbbebell
Margie We belatedly wish happy
20th birthday. We're proud of you. Your
favorite little sisters Kathleen and Lisa.
Good time Rock-n-Roll with the
Sparkplugs at the Mystic Den Saturday
night.
Heve fun with Santa and get your picture
taken tool
From Hippy Pappy Birfunday!!! You're
the best sister anyone could ask for.
Love ya, your Itty-bltty wlttoo Feen.
Christmas picture* with Santa on the
WCC patlo.

rvvMnr^-'^asrarj

Saturday night Its the Sparkplugs lv* at
the Myrtle Den.
Drink, damn It, Margie to your birthday.
Thank* for all your help - no more
mistakes for m* Your little sister.
Good luck Julie! WHY NOT Knock 'em
dead! We love yal Kathryn, Beth, Tami,
and Jeenette.
Victor Thanks for all the good times!
You're one In a million and I love you!
Merry Christmas-Cheryl.
Acroee the del rock tonight at the Mystic
Den with Why Not? $2 cover.
Executive Council Thank you for your Incredible time and dedication. Love, TrlSkjma.
JO What la it? Call me. Prime Donna.
Toilet Buddy So glad we're such good
friend*!! Love yal
Kath Thanks for putting up with circular
logic for 21/2 years. You're a great roommate. Good luck alwaysl Love, D-bert
Gertrude LOOM Lips hlta 20 this Friday!
Happy Conquests, Carolyn.
Phi Mu loves their new Big Brother*, Rob
and Adam.
AXP Sponeor night with Why Not? at the
Mystic Den tonight.
Tri congratulation* to our newly Initiated
slater. We're so proud of you. Love, Trl-

§!£

Bryan Relcherdt Have a Holly Jolly one.
Love, S. Santa.
Third Wave rocks Belle Meada this Friday and Saturday.
Bored of Xerox-Machine Music? Then
see the Undecided, Rational Herdsmen,
and DT and the Shakea. Thuedey, WCC
Ballroom 8-12.
Jill Almost! Then forever. I love youl BobbyThe Group (Boot Tom, ha!) Body tattoos
and sandwich boards - you guys war* a
lot of fun to work with (Paul was so cute!)
Vail passed our teat for Real men,
however Kris and Dana were at JM's until 8 p.m. • where ware y'all? We didn't
know so many Intelligent men attended
JMU. Thanka - the best group ever! Love.
th* "Token Women".
Wlenerheed I'm so glad you're here.
Nothing was the same without you!
Somehow, somewhere, w* ARE sisters!
Love, Anne.

Personals
Cindy Here's to ■ gobblers, shopping
trips?, wrinkles, 45 degrees, ducks,
Dynasty, Beach music, Puff, wonderful
friend. - Good Luck Grad, Michelle.
Third Wave rocks Belle Meade this Friday and Saturday.
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to
congratulate ' their December graduates
- Jill Wllhelm and Terrle Ball. Good luck we'll miss you.
Chart and gang you guys have done a
super job!! Congrats new officers, we
know you'll be great! Love, the Sisters of
Sigma Kappa.
Sue I really will miss you. Take care.
C-Squared.
Congratulations to Jarratt Speer for being selected as the 1985 Musk-ratt.
Blondla I'm glad we're back to normal.
Let's leave the switch turned off. J J.

Sar.'.a's Coming Have your picture taken
to commemorate the occasion. WCC
patio, Dec. 6: 10 - 4. Sponsored by Converse Hall.

Help Wanted
Training Specialist Local microcomputer
training center seeks qualified Individual
to conduct training of financial spreadsheeting programs, especially Lotus
1-2-3 and Symphony, on microcomputers
to a primarily corporate clientele. Prior
experience not required but proficiency
In general accountlng/spreadsheetlng
skills Is a must. Salary commensurate
with experience. Benefits available. Send
cover letter and resume to PO Box 1072,
Harrlsonburg, VA 22801.
Skiers Get paid for a job you'll love!! Ski
Instructors now being hired at Massanutten Village. Full time and part time positions available. Positions also available
In our chlldrens program. Hiring Clinic,
Dec. 15-16. Contact Roger Houser, Ski
School Director, 288-0441.

(
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announcements

t

Meetings

General

S.O.NAR. — Students OppOMd to the Nuclear
Arms Race will meat Dec. 6, 7 p.m.. 647 S. Main St.

C.A.R.S. — A free ride home for faculty and
students who heve had too much to drink. Friday and
Saturday nights from it p.m. to 3 a.m.. call 433-CARS.

Campus Crusade for Christ — meata every
Thuraday night, 7:30 p.m.. Mezzanine. WCC

Maxim* —If you are Interested In participating In
Maxims, pleaae contact Anne Boyd, x8217.

Fallowihlp of Christian Athletes —meat
every Sundey night. 830 p.m.. North Ballroom, WCC.

NDSL Checks —NDSL checks are available at
the Cashier's Window, 102 Wilson Hall, 8:30 am. to 12
noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday thru Friday. Each
recipient muet sign the Promissory Note to receive t ha
NDSL check. Unsigned notes will causs cancellation
of the aid.

JMU Canterbury —The Eplacopai Student Group
meata every Thuraday at Emmanuel Episcopal Church
attar the 7 p.m. Communion eervtce.
Real Llle Fellowship —meets every Thuraday
St S p.m., Room C, WCC
Music Industry Association —meats every
Tuesday. 5 p.m.. M103. Duke Rne Arts Building. All are
welcome to attend.

Phone Books —Student phone books for Commuter Students ere available In the Commuter Student
Office, WCC.
—
Tutoring Services — MOM PHI Lambda, the
honor society for all ma(ot§, Is offering tutoring cervices. Interested studente can write box 53B8, or call
Donna, 4334478.
Sawtllll Gallery —Hours are: Mon. through Frt.,
8:30 am. to noon, 1-4:30 p.m., 74 p.m. Sat. and Sun. 1-8
p.m.
Artworks Gallery — ZJrkle House. Mon. through
Fri., noon to S pm. Fri. and Sat., noon to 4 p.m.
Commuter Ride Board —A commuter ride
board la available In the Commuter Student Office,
Room 108, WCC, for those who travel dally from Front
Royal. Winchester, and Chsrtottesvllle to JMU.
IFC Rush —Spring slgn-ups are today In the Greek

Office. WCC.

-Z^J

CPliP —Attention Future Teachers: Allegheny
Hlghlenda' sign ups contlnJrln the CP8P Office.
Resumes will be received on s wslk-ln basis
Thursdays trom 9-11:30 a.m. Reeumss should be typed.
Students Interested In part-time work (permanent or
temporary) should register with the CP&P Otfloa See
Mary Rlea for further details, lust call x622v.
CP&P cousetore are available by appointment to
discuss career decisions.
JOB CON NE CTIONS:CP&P Is now collecting
resumes end data sheets tor the following openings:
Carolina Senlcea and Real Estate (Actg., Mktg.,
BUAD., HRM.) Motel Operations Manager., and Accountant. Brown Edward and Co., In Roan oka: Stall Accountant. Quality Inn In Winchester (HRM) Cabaret
Manager. Need only Dec grade. Deadline le Dec 7.
The Counseling Center —offers personal,
study skills and vocational counseling for Indlvlduels
and groups. Call x8622 lor more Information or come
for welkin service 3-5 p.m., Monday through Thuraday,
no appointment needed. Alumnae Hall.
ChOOBlng a Major —The Counseling end Student Development Canter offers opportunities In
values clarification and sell-exploration to eaelst you
In choosing s major and making decisions vocationally. Gel 8562 for an appointment.

JAMES MADISON

The Other Gallery — anus House, hours ere:
Mon. through Thurs.. noon to 5 pm., Fit. and Set., noon
lo 4 pm.

"HOLIDAY BASH"

Summer Schadulea — Tentative summer
School schedule* ere svalsrje In the Summer School
Office, 107. Wilson Hall.

AT

Cap and Gowns —Samon completing re
oukaments for graduation In December and «ss be
returning m May to participate In the graduation eaer
deeemey pick uptheWCapandOown In the Bookstore
before leaving for the holidays.

WINSTONS
in georgetown

SGA Ut«d BOOR Bale —The BOA Uaad Book
Sale will take piece on the Merzanlne level of the War
ran Cempue Canter from Jan. 15 through Jan. 23.
Pleas ■ G*iirvslt»lofc»wingscnsdula:
Jen. 1saifMkap off books.
Jan. 17»18*iy book*.
Jan. 22123-Ptck up unsold book* or checks.
Anyone mtereeled In working the booksals should sign
up today In ttie lobby level of the Center from 10 em .to
4:30 p.m. For further inhMnafron stop by the SQA OF
lice or call One Or omada, «5118.

K

Washington, D.C.
333-3150
MONDAY
DECEMBER 17th

Events

8:00pm

Affordable Food & Beverages

AurJtfOnS — Auditions for Jesus Christ Superstar
wH be held on Jen. 14 end Jaa 15 In Latlmer Sheeller
Theatre. Sign up sheets for auditor times are peeked
on the door of the Latknar SheefferTheetre.lt you have
any questions, contact Roger Hall. irSST*.
Quad Chrisemee Tree) —The second annual
lighting ol the Chrletmee tree on I he quad will be held
on Friday, Dae. 7,8 p.m.
Student Recttele -6mm M Lycan, flute, and
Nteola J. Peoples, Oboe d'smore, wM give thek senior
hatf recttele Dec. T, 8:30 pm, Anthony Seeger
Auditorium. The program w8l Include works by
Telemann, Orlffaa, Loltl. Lefebvre, Mlyagi, and
Oooeono. Admission la free and open to the public.

}
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Viewpoint
Santa, please
send me...
We've Anally arrived near the end of this long semester. But for
some, the semester has been a bit longer than for others. We'd like
to suggest some possible Christmas gifts they might want to put on
the Christmas list they send to Santa.

"Tltr\,THeft£.«U3g. >S A,

LJOMG

Llwe ftT©Rt\^TON-STOV/\LL i v»joNoe.« vtfHfn is
PLfWiW©?
ABSENCE OF
CHAULACE ef"

• It's "obvious" that those students who continued to wear
white shoes throughout the fall need a copy of Elton John's hit
single "Who Wears These Shoes?" We'd like to see them get one
hoping they won't make the same mistake this winter. Karen Crandall and Jeanette Riccobono's "white shoes" letter was one of the
most hotly debated topics on The Breeze's Reader's Forum page
this semester. We'd also like to see them get a copy of Elton's
single.
• If white shoes weren't the most hotly debated topic in The
Breeze this year, then surely Joni Johnson's letter criticizing JMU
trivialities was. As a Christmas present, somebody should give Ms.
Johnson a copy of Lisa Birnbach's book "The College
Handbook." Because of her many complaints, Ms. Johnson might
find the book helpful in choosing a university more suitable to her
tastes.
• Perhaps the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon (SPE) should ask
to find a copy of the Harrisonburg Housing Directory in their
stockings. Otherwise, they may return from Christmas break next
year to find their house "missing." Administrative "Scavengers"
may soon advocate an end to their lease on Greek row if current
allegations concerning the Nov. 9 dog house theft materialize into
truth.
• We'd like to see President Carrier find a copy of the single
"You Light Up My Life" under his Christmas tree Dec. 25. Thanks
to the installation of some new lights, JMU is now better lit than
when this semester began.
We'd also like to see Uncle Ron get some bleachers for
Christmas. He doesn't need them but neither does Madison
Stadium.
|

• We hope the student who swished a role of toilet paper
through the hoop right before the JMU-Furman basketball game
Saturday receives a life-time supply of "Charmin" toilet paper for
Christmas, the tradition lives on.
• Dr. William Volge of the chemistry department should get a
Walter Mondale "Where's the plan?" T-shirt • Vo|ge criticized a
Breeze editorial advocating that library personnel should be
responsible for kicking students out of the library. Volge called it
an example of JMU's "high school mentality." However, Volge
offered no alternative solutions to the noise problem.
• Perhaps a semester's meal contract at D-Hall should be a
Christmas present given to the administrators who came up with
the idea of closing Salads' Plus. Noting that there are "viable alter
natives" to relocating Salads Plus, special events and catering
director Neil Vining didn't give any. Maybe students and administrators have differing definitions of the word "viable."

=•**

America voted smartly
by re-electing Ronald Reagan
To the editor
I have listened to all the anti-Reaganites
cry and make excuses for their former
candidate for much too long now. When
will they finally concede defeat. The election is over. Reagan won. More specifically, Reagan trounced Mondale. Those who
credit Reagan's victory to the ignorance
of most Americans, as Ron Burke did in
the Nov. 19 issue of The Breeze are more
ignorant than those they condemn.

Merry Christmas.
The above editorial wa* written by Pat Hummer, The Brtne fEdilornl Editor. It
it the opinion of Plummcr, Editor Constance Walker, Managing Editor Owen
FariM, and Aiatatant Editorial Editor Kris* Mult.
Opinions in Viewpoint and Reader* Forum are not necenarily thoae of the
student*, faculty or ttaff of JMU.

We're a nation that has grown from an
English colony to the wealthiest nation on
earth in addition to being the leader of the
free world. All this has taken place in
roughly 200 years - a relatively relatively
in world history.
Is this the same nation comprised of people who are not
"aware of the real world?" Are we so

''unaware" that 49 of 50 states chose to
entrust the highest office in the land to a
man so "incompetent" as Reagan? Not
It's more a case of a very disgruntled
minority not mature enough to face up to
reality.
In all fairness, I think Mondale is a
good man. He truly wanted the best for
America. Unfortunately for him,
Americans also wanted the best for
America — all but the state of Minnesota.
Was Minnesota the only state having an
inside track on the election issues? Incidentally, where is Mondale from?

?

Stephen Phillip.
Sophomore
Comm Arta
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"What are you really going to do on
Reading Day?"

Radio

JMU needs student station

To the editor.

"I'm going to study
and try to get ahead
for next semester."
Brian Drury
senior
political science

"I'll probably go to
a review session then
the library and a formal that night."
Christopher Eckl
sophomore
marketing

"I don't know. I
haven't decided, but
1*11 probably drink or
something."
Steve Goldstein
sophomore
communication
arts

\

"Recovering from
Thursday night."
/

Jeneen Graves
senior
speech pathology

It is time to act. JMU needs a student radio station. Before you begin your retaliation at WMRA,
hear me out. Last year I wrote a sim lar letfer to
The Breeze, and you responded by referring to
WMRA as an alternative. I have since listened to
your station, and I must admit, it has some ex-,
cellent qualities. However, it fails in the only
aspect students care about, ft simply is not a reflection of our wants or needs.
The quality of your newscasts, especially during
this election year, was unmatched by other local
stations. The station gave up-to-the-minute
coverage of a very wide range of provacative subjects, but so does The Washington Post. Does the
Post then negate the need for The Breeze! Of
course not.
Much discussion ai the proposed station has
been halted because Harrisonburg already has twa
rock stations. You're missing the point. WjyT and
WQPO are automated earaches. What students

need is not a place to play their minor threat
albums, but a forum to provoke discussion, debate
issues, and as a result, help pull the set udents closer
together.
I resent Dr. Carrier calling JMEJ the "most
dynamic institution in Virginia,
perhaps in
America," when we are basically fed information
and not given the sufficient forum we need and „
deserve to discuss these issues. Weha-ve The Breeze
and one "Speak-Out" but I'd hardly call that
dynamic. Give JMU to the students, where it
belongs.
It's up to the students to attainthiss- goal. Tal k to
your senator and let's bring JMU into modern
times. I hereby challenge you to de=cide which is
more important, white shoes or the ct~»ance to make
JMU truly dynamic.
Will iam Crouton

junior "■■
commu nication arts

Students concerned with noise
To the editor

I would like to respond to Professor Voige's letter in The Breeze concerning the solution to the
noise problem in the library.
For someone who is supposed to be "molding
the minds" of JMU students, his mind has gotten a
bit too moldy. I agree the library staff and personnel shouldn't be responsible for patrolling the
building and expelling inconsiderate students,
however, it was a suggestion, one of many, which
may help to solve this problem.
It should tell Voige something about the "high
school mentality" of JMU students that we are
concerned with finding a solution to this problem.
Apparently he believes the majority of us go to the
library to just socialize. While some students do

socialize in the library, the major_ity wouldn't be
there unless they had a paper or research to <|o.
You see, Voige, to most of us, the library is
equated with work!
If you think all we do is drink beesr, let me pose a
question to you, wU*\would we waaste our time in
the library? They don't serve beer there, at least
not the last time I asked.
If you don't like the attitudes of" students here,
whom you are supposed to be teac hing, I suggest
that instead of taking your anger out on us, find a
"more adult" university where you will undoubtedly be happier.
Sara Lee
Junior
management

Wine-Price: Kilts and tube socles ?
To the editor

"If it's warm
enough, I'm going to
play golf."
Robert Watson
sophomore
political aclence

Student responses in Campusquote 0*"°*
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
■
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman-Photos by
Steve Eaton

I've heard Wine-Price Hall is the worst on campus, or so the survey says. Those poor, unfortunate freshmen who must subject themselves to
the tyranny of a highly confined lifestyle. To be
dubbed with the odious nickname, the virgin vault.
— what an uproar I
I've heard the freshmen who live in the vault all
have the student handbook memorized and the
World Book Encyclopedia volumes L-Z are the
most popular books.
I understand make-up isn't allowed, and if it is,
only eraser stick passes inspection. The drab gray
walls are supposed to be covered with the latest
Tiger Beat pin-ups of the hottest TV teens in 1984.
The vogue of polyester blazers and tube socks with
kilts are the latest rages in fashion. I've heard the
most overused drug in the hall is Clearasil.
Contrary to popular belief, thunder thighs are

not the only cause of rocking in V^ine-Price. It is
unfair and unjust to classify Wiene-Price as the
Worst hall on campus. It is ridicu-lous to assume
Wine-Price residents are dissatisfied and unfortunate.
Indeed, the policy within the hak-H is restricting,
but that doesn't mean the women*, in Wine-Price
aren't allowed to grow and explore — As_hard as it is
to believe, Wine-Price women d«3 later become
Wayland women, Hoffman \women, Shorts
women and Village women.
Ana what most outside critics tf ail to realize is
everyone who resides within the ^virgin vault has
been issued a front door key.
M aria Sorongon
sophomore
comm* unlcatlon arts
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Greefc community of
questionable merit
To the editor:

organizations have led to numerous
uncalled-for incidents — for example, a scavenger hunt at a party?
Certainly the organizers of this
pointless activity should have, realized that someone would - do
something stupid in order to come
up with the "best" prize. A couple
of aspiring pledges decide that if
they returned to their fraternity
house with someone's property > a
doghouse - they would be placed in
a favorable spotlight for their valiant
efforts. Perhaps then they would be
considered "real men" and be eligible and privileged to drink until they i
vomit ted. Or perhaps they would be
given a chance to exercise their
leadership abilities and take part in
electing the next committee to clean
up the grossness and sludge on the
floor after Greek Row parties.

Although I usually enjoy reading
Tim Arnold's "Lost and Found"
column in The Breeze, I must
disagree with his presentation«|fte
John J. Audubon Award to SPETnstcad, I would like to award this
prestigious honor to the entire Greek
system. Spot's death is merely the
manifestation of the dubious attitudes and behaviors cultivated by
this segment of the campus community that is of questionable merit.
The preponderance of Greek
organizations has often mystified
me. After several years of observing
and coming in contact with our
friends in lettered sweat shirts, I
have often wondered how they could i
possibly be motivated to join these '
institutions of brotherly and sisterly
"goodwill." ,1 suppose that some
participants may find chances for
developing leadership skills and participating in service projects
benefiting various community institutions. But I would like to delve
into other aspects of Greek life that
have a tendency to lead to
undesirable results.
I think that perhaps the desire for
social acceptance ranks high among
reasons for joining. But this desire to
be popular and "in" immediately attaches a label to one's name. Do
people find security in the fact that
this label provides them with prechoscn friends as selected members
of this grow) (as long as they pay
their dues, of course)? Are they
afraid to strike out on their own and
discover things for themselves? Or
must they assert themselves through
association with a certain clique?

But the plan backfired, didn't it?
The desire for social approval from
their peers only led to the needless
suffering of a poor animal. It was
absolutely needless. Yet the continuation of these behaviors remains
an ever present aspect of Greek life.
I realize that not all members of
Greek organizations indulge in such
drivel, but too many individuals are
stifled by the processes of group
thought and manipulation. I wish
that more people would pursue
things for themselves instead of succumbing to the forces of group persuasion and entrapping themselves
with a distinct label. If the Greeks
are tired of being ragged upon,
perhaps they might wish to consider
these arguments.

Doug Wahlgren
senior
communication arts

The frivolous and immature
behaviors propagated by these
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Real World :
Highlights bleak
Monday morning
To the editor.
Publication in The Breeze each week of "The
Real World" by Keith Turner has greatly added to
my enjoyment of the paper. The two cartoons I
have enjoyed the most are the Oct. 29 issue portraying an elderly couple receiving a letter from
Mondale and the Nov. 19 issue showing a writer
criticizing himself infront of his editor.
The characters are drawn quite well, resembling
the art style of the comic strip "Bloom County,"
By making his work appear like "Bloom County,"
Turner initially attracted my attention and has
kept it ever since.
Furthermore, in the second block of the strip
about self-criticism, Turner fully invokes the images of "Bloom County" through his representation of the character standing alone and speaking
out boldly.
Finally, I also enjoy this snip due to its excellent use of facial expressions to emphasize its
main point.
As of now, I have yet to read a strip from "The
Real World" that I have not enjoyed. This is far
more than I can say for many profession*} comic
strips. There have been many publications of
"Bloom County" I didn't enjoy even though it's
one of the better comic strips today.
I certainly hope Turner win keep writing "The
Real World" each week because it normally brings
a highlight to a bleak Monday morning.
Furthermore, his comic speaks well of JMU and
its students.
Tom Love
freshman
pre-law
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Death toll rises in India
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — The death toll continues to rise past the 1,700 mark from a poisonous
gas leak from the Union Carbide insecticide plant
Monday.
Doctors said many of the dead were children and
the elderly, who were not strong enough to withstand or outrun the lethal cloud that spread over 25
square miles of this city of 900,000.
The methyl isocyanate gas had begun leaking at
1 a.m. from an underground storage tank at a
Union Carbide pesticide plant in a poor area of
Bhopal. The leak was stopped after 40 minutes,
but the gas seeped silently over the city through the
early hours of the morning.
Police arrested five plant officials Monday on

Olympic committee
rejects proposal

Hussein wins
Egyptian support

negligence charges and sealed off the factory.
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, who toured the city
Tuesday, said it would never reopen.
Doctors say that as many as 200,000 people were
affected by the gas. Dr. Parveen Chaudhary of
Hamedia Hospital said that 20,000 people may
suffer serious after-effects.
Doctors said the gas makes the lungs produce so
much fluid that victmins drown, sometimes days
after exposure.
Officials at Union Carbide's U.S. headquarters
suspended worldwide use of methyl isocyanate, a
liquid that turns to gas when it comes in contact
with air.

Soviets ask nations
t0
stay away

unsuccessful hunger strike in an
attempt to have Soviet authorities

LAUSANNE, Switzerland
(AP) — The International Olympic Committee Sunday rejected
proposals to exclude boycotting
nations from subsequent Olympics, saying such action would
punish the athletes more than the
governments initiating the
boycotts.

grant Yelena Bonner, his wife, an
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet exit visa for medical treatment in
Union is asking other nations to the West.
keep their planes and ships away
The foundation obtained the
from an area of the Pacific Ocean information about the Sakharovs
where Soviet rocket carriers will through acquaintances of the coube tested for 10 days beginning to- ple who recently received letters
day, the official news agency Tass from Mrs. Bonner, van Vooren
said Monday.
said.
In an official statement, Tass
A special two-day session of the
88-member committee decided said test launchings would be con- Party surges
that national sports officials will ducted near the equator, with the to landslide
be barred in future from any test site covering a radius of 75
Olympic Games where their teams miles.
ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada
are absent.
(AP) — The U.S. favored New
The committee renewed its
National Party surged toward a
"full support" to the organizing Sakharov released
landslide victory Monday in early
committee of the 1988 Olympic from hospital
returns from the first general elecGames in Seoul, South Korea,
tion
on this Caribbean nation in
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands
which are threatened by a renew- (AP) — Soviet dissident Andrei eight years, which followed two
ed Soviet bloc boycott.
Sakharov used a second hunger coups and an American invasion.
IOC President Juan Antonio
The first six winners declared
Samaranch said no represten- strike to win his release last sum- for the 15 parlimentary seats were
tatives of National Olympic Com- mer from a hospital in Gorky, New National Party candidates,
mittees of boycotting teams where he is in exile, an anti- and their colleagues were leading
would be given Olympic creden- Kremlin group said Monday.
in seven of the remaining nine
tials, the national quota of media Robert van Vooren, a districts.
representatives from boycotting spokesman for the Bukovski
Residents stood in lines at
countries would be halved and the Foundation said Sakharov was
many
of the 135 polling stations,
released
from
the
hospital
Sept.
7.
IOC would ask national sports
and
election
officials said there
federations to reduce judges and' The Soviet dissident had been
was
a
high
turnout
amqng the
confined
to
the
hospital
since
last
referees from boycotting coun48,000
registered
voters.
May,
after
he
began
an
earlier,
tries to a minimum.

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Jordan's King
Hussein won Egypt's support Monday for
an international conference on the Middle
East, including a role for the PLO in determining the future of the Palestinians "as
they see fit on their national soil."
In the Suez Canal city of Ismailia before
the Jordanian delegation returned to Amman, Jordan's Prime Minister Ahmed
Obeidat appealed to the U.S. to "shoulder
its responsibility as a superpower" and
press Israel to relinquish all Arab territories
captured in the 1967 Middle East war.
After the king's three days of meetings
with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak,
the two nations released a joint comunique
endorsing Hussein's offer to join with the
PLO in seeking a settlement with Israel.
Egypt and Jordan urged all Arab states to
accept Hussein's initiative, made at last
week's meeting of the Palestine National
Council.

At the end of hie ride
wee e big surprise

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Juan Manuel
Granados was "a bit surprised" when he
came down from Disneyland's Space
Mountain ride to learn his wife had given
birth to a daughter in the park's first-aid
station.
Mrs. Cranados waited with her
husband's aunt and uncle while Granados
got in line. Then she began to have labor
pains and the uncle, Miguel Coudillo,
walked her to the first-aid station, where
the baby was born, Flores said.
"Juan decided he wanted to ride the
Space Mountain, but because we don't
allow pregnant women...because of the
motion, she couldn't go with him," Flores
said.
Granados and his wife, Margarita, of
Compton, were visiting Disneyland for the
first time Saturday, said park spokesman
Al Flores.
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(Served 10:30 p.m. - 6:30 a.m.)
2 Eggs, Toast, Unlimited Coffee
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HAIRSTYLINQ
54 South Main St. Harrlsonburg
(Downtown Court Square)
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Deficit should
be priority

Search warrants served
In child-abuse case
MANHATTAN BEACH, Calif. (AP) —
Search warrants were served Monday on seven
homes and a preschool in the widening McMartin
Pre-School child abuse case after three of its
pupils said they were molested at another center,
sheriff's deputies said.
The Learning Game is the fourth preschool to
be investigated in the case, which began early this
year at McMartin and later extended to the Learning Tree Pre-School in Lomita and the Manhattan
Ranch Preschool in Manhattan Beach. Seven
McMartin officials are charged with 207 counts of
abuse against more than 40 children during a
10-year period.

Teachers shut down
school district

s

CHICAGO (AP) — Teachers shut down the nation's third-largest school district in a strike over
wages Monday, while public libraries and day-care
centers expanded services for the 430,000 affected
students and their parents.
That plan would have ended deductions from
teachers' paychecks for medical insurance,
previously paid for by the district. The deductions
started Nov. 16, prompting the union to set Monday's strike deadline.
The latest school board offer would increase
teachers' pay, but the percentage was unspecified
because it would be tied to the amount of money
the district received from Illinois' tax amnesty
program.

Group accused
of collaboration

WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan and two Republican Senate leaders
agreed Sunday that reducing the deficit, including
cuts in defense spending, must take precedence
over tax-system overhaul when Congress grapples
with red-ink federal finances next year.
Regan said that Pentagon cuts have to be part
of the deficit-reduction package being considered
by Reagan and his top budget advisers. The president has made no final decision on defense spending, according to the secretary.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Nobel Peace Prize
winner Bishop Desmond M. Tutu accused the
Reagan administration Tuesday of "immoral, evil
and totally un-Christian" collaboration with
South African apartheid, despite an administration claim that critics of its policy are spouting
"rubbish."
Tuto said that he was speaking of the policies,
not the people.
The Black Anglican bishop-designate of Johannesburg, who will receive the Nobel Peace Prize in
Oslo, Norway, next week, was accorded a highly
unusual standing ovation by members of the
House of Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Africa
and members of the audience after his testimony
at a public hearing.

Senior officials
decided to train rebels
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senior CIA officials,
including Director William J. Casey, decided at a
mid-1983 meeting in Honduras to provide
Nicaraguan rebels with psychological warfare
training, a step that led later to the writing of a
controversial manual, according to U.S. government officials.
But all four officials said that while Casey and
other top CIA officers launched the psychological
warfare program, there is no evidence that they
specifically approved production of the manual or
knew of sections advising the rebels on the "selective use of violence" to "neutralize" Nicaraguan
government officials.
The officials added that the role of Casey and
other top officers in the decision is not cited in a
still-secret CIA inspector general's report that urged disci pi ing six mid-level agency officials, several
of whom complained they were being made
"scapegoats."

Leaders should
halt testing
CHICAGO (AP) — American and Soviet
leaders should declare a temporary halt in the
testing and deployment of nuclear weapons before
they enter arms control talks next month, an international disarmament commission concluded Sunday.
The report said U.S. — Soviet negotiators
should be given "a head start in the race between
armaments and efforts to control them. This
should be done through an agreed and verifiable
pause inthe testing of new types of nuclear
weapons and thier delivery systems and a similar
pause in deployments of nuclear weapons
systems."

state
Tech administrator
killed at school
BLACKSBURG (AP) — The administrator of
the Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital at
Virginia Tech was shot and killed on the campus
Wednesday by a school carpenter who then turned
the gun on himself, a school spokesman said.
Robert Hogsett was pronounced dead at Montgomery County Hospital of a single gunshot
wound to the chest, said school spokesman Jeffery

Douglas.
Hogsett had worked at the hospital since May
1983. He was responsible for non-clinical operations of the hospital, Douglas said.
The carpenter, iddentified by Douglas as Louis
Dowdy, was taken to Roanoke Memorial
Hospital. His condition was not available.
Douglas said Dowdy confronted Hogsett outside the veterninary school administration
building about noon and fired one shot which hit
Hogsett in the chest.
The motive for the shooting is unknown.

Wytarras;
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OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT

185 S. Mason St. 434-7234
Expires Dec. 15

RICHMOND (AP) — Former Attorney
General Marshall Coleman announced Monday
that he will not run for the GOP nomination for
Governor.
Coleman, who lost to Democrat Charles Robb
in the 1981 race for governor, said he will seek the
GOP nomination for lieutant governor.
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Rugby Jerseys
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Coleman will not seek
GOP nomination
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The keys
to success
1. Be a typist.
V
2. V\/ork for The Breeze.
•

•

J£EBRAT»ONI

Paiiid $4- an hour. Position requi iires three to four hours per
weeeelc.
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If jiinterested, call Jay Theado
at 9 6127.
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Harrisonburg
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EXTRA FANCY WASHINGTON STATE
RED OR GOLDEN

San, Dec 9, 7:30 p.m.
2 Blocks North of the Quad on
Main St.
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BBQ, SLAW
SUB
Friday 7th

o°jf

50coff \
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TURKEY, CHEESE
SUB
Saturday 8th

IT

LOOK!
MIDWAY SUBS
presents

50c off \,
■O;
HAM, CHEESE
SUB

EXAM WEEK
COUPONS

Sunday 9th
^

*f

$2.99
MONSTER
SUB
Monday 10th
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50* off
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Off V

(Starting Today!)
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)NTY'S SPE<
SUB
Tuesday 11th
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$1.79
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ORIGINAL
FULL OF BALONEY
Wednesday 12th

coupon
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50C Off
STEAK, ONION
CHEESE SUB

50C Off
CHEF SALAD

large 10"

/

50C Off %,
ITALIAN
SUB

'O*

Thursday 13th

s

40C off

■

Thursday 6th

Thursday 6th

WE DELIVER
(25$ per sub or salad 2 or more only 50$)

ANY SUB
ON MENU
Friday 14th

jtf

'

(turkey, ham,
roast beef, cheese)

40C off
ANY SUB
ON MENU
Saturday 15th

All subs Include provelona
cheese, green peppers, onion,
pickles, tomsto, lettuce, mayo &
special sauce blend. You may exclude any Items when ordering.
Add 29c to heat cold suba.

Your chance to compare
my subs to JM's.
You'll be convinced we're

THE BEST ON THE BLOCK
Midway Sub & Deli (Midway Market)
434-1480
157 Warsaw Ave.
434-2296
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